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ABSTRACT
Software build systems are crucial for software development as they translate the source code
and resources into a deliverable. Prior work has identified that build systems account for 9% of
software systems. However, their maintenance imposes a 36% overhead on software development.
This overhead stems from the unique and hard to comprehend nature of build systems. When
executed, the build system is evaluated into a dependency-graph that captures how the system’s
artifacts relate to each other. The graph generated depends on the selected build configurations.
This graph is then traversed to perform the build. Prior work has emphasized the need for analysis
support to tackle the challenges of evolving and maintaining build systems.
In this thesis, we tackle three challenges associated with the maintenance and evolution of
build systems. As the build system evolves, it’s not trivial to understand the impact of build code
changes on its semantics. To tackle this, we propose a build code differencing technique to identify
the semantic changes between two versions of a given build system. This would provide visibility
on how the build system is evolving along with the software system.
The second challenge we tackle is localizing faults within build systems. Build-time failures
occur after the build code has been evaluated, and during the traversal of the dependency graph,
it’s challenging to trace back the failure from the graph back to its root cause in the build system
code. To this end, we propose a novel approach to localize faults in build code. For a given build
failure, it returns a ranked list of statements in the build code that are suspected of causing the
failure. This would aid in reducing the overhead of debugging and root causing build failures.
The third challenge is to extract knowledge from build systems for analysis purposes. We
propose an approach to extract the presence conditions of source code files from within the build
system. This aims to support configuration aware analysis of configurable source code influenced
by the build system. We then proceed to propose a foundation for developers to create analysis
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techniques to help them understand, maintain, and migrate their generator-based build system. We
illustrate the use of the platform with two approaches: one to help developers better understand
their build systems and another to detect build smells to improve the build code quality.
To evaluate our work, we implement our proposed approaches against the widely used GNU
build suite. Then, we use open-source projects to evaluate each of the approaches.
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
Software systems contain various artifacts (i.e., written code, libraries, and media resources).
Software developers need to integrate and transform the system’s artifacts into a stand-alone de-
liverable, a consumable form suitable for clients and end-users. The process of transforming and
integrating the system’s artifacts into a stand-alone deliverable is referred to as software building.
Software systems rely on their build systems to orchestrate building their deliverables. Build
systems are a crucial part of software development; they are comprised of build files and build tools
used to build the software. Developers write the build code to instruct the build tool(s) on building
the software system. The build code is written in a build language supported by the build tool and
it is stored in build files that get tracked as part of the software system’s artifacts. Some popular
build tools are GNU Make (1), GNU Autotools (2), Ant (3), and Maven (4).
Related work has shown that build systems are complex, and their maintenance causes high
overhead on the total effort in software development (5; 6; 7). McIntosh et al. (8) identified that
build code accounts for a median of 9% of the system’s code base. Bezemer et al. (9) identified
that the complexity stems from the generative nature of the build system, where build artifacts
are generated and consumed during the build, which introduces comprehension and maintenance
challenges. In addition to being generative, build tools rely on Domain-Specific Languages (DSL)
to write the build code. The fact that build code is highly configurable adds to this complexity,
Sayagh et al. (10) studied the use of build configurations and identified that they create significant
variability that can be hard to maintain. This complexity leads developers to neglect to maintain
their build systems properly, causing the build to break (11; 12; 13; 14). Hochstein and Jiao (7)
found that 11%–47% of test failures are build-related. Adams et al. (6; 8; 11) found that the build
system evolves with the software and that the churn rate of build code is high and comparable
to that of source code, signifying the need to maintain build systems properly. Those studies
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emphasize the importance of build systems and call for better tool support to help developers
understand, maintain, and evolve their build systems.
In this thesis, we present automated analysis techniques to facilitate the maintenance and
evolution of software build systems. Chapter 2 provides background knowledge about build rules,
build configurations and auto-generated based build systems. Chapters 3-6 of this thesis presents
the work that was completed and published as the core part of this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents an approach to aid in understanding the evolution of build code by detecting
semantic changes to the build code. It evaluates the build code to generate Symbolic Dependency
Graphs (SDG) that approximate the build code and capture its semantics. For two given SDGs,
it applies a graph differencing-algorithm to compute the semantic changes between them. As an
application of this approach, the MkDiff tool was developed to detect semantic changes in GNU
Make build code, aka Makefiles. An empirical evaluation of MkDiff shows that it can accurately
detect semantic changes in Makefiles.
Chapter 4 presents a novel automated approach to localize faults that cause run-time build
failures in the build code. Given a test case that causes a run-time crash in the execution of a
build file, it returns a ranked list of statements in the build file with their suspiciousness scores
of how likely they were the root of the failure. The approach relies on instrumenting the build
process to produce evaluation traces from the build code to identify the corresponding concrete
build rules and the execution traces of those rules. It then uses those traces and its novel Bayesian-
like rating algorithm to give suspiciousness scores to the original statements in the build file. As an
application of this approach, MkFault was developed to localize faults in GNU Make build systems.
An evaluation of real faults in several open-source projects shows that MkFault can achieve high
accuracy and helps reduce a large percentage of the lines of code that developers need to examine.
Chapter 5 presents an approach to extract presence conditions for the source code from the
build system. A presence condition is a subset of build configurations in which a specific artifact
(i.e., source code file) is compiled or ignored during the build. Extracting such knowledge is vital for
analyzing highly configurable systems, but it is very challenging due to the complex nature of build
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systems. We present an approach that symbolically evaluates build code to extract configuration
knowledge in terms of file presence conditions and conditional parameters. We implement an initial
prototype against GNU Make and demonstrate feasibility on small examples.
Chapter 6 discusses the challenges associated with analyzing auto-generated build systems; such
build systems can be particularly challenging to understand as their build process involves multiple
stages. Each stage generates build artifacts to execute at a later stage during the build. This type
of staged build process adds to the system’s complexity. Also, build systems are configurable, and
their generated build code varies depending on the selected build configurations. The number of
variations grows exponentially with the number of configurations in the build system, requiring
build-code analysis to be configuration aware analysis. Such systems are not easy to analyze,
neither for humans nor machines adding another layer of complexity to the auto-generated build
systems .
To address those challenges and help developers understand, maintain and migrate their generator-
based build system, chapter 6 also presents a foundation that uses approximate parsing and sym-
bolic analysis of the build logic to enable the analysis of such build systems. To illustrate this
foundation, this chapter presents techniques to detect build smell and summarize build config-
uration. Build smell are issues within the build code (i.e., unused configurations) that do not
have a designated purpose, instead, they add technical debt to the build code without breaking
it. The detection of build smells requires analyzing the build code across the build system stages,
including its integration with the source code, to identify such issues. Build configuration summa-
rization analyzes the generator-based build system to summarize the build-system configurations,
their inter-dependencies, and how they impact the build process. An empirical evaluation of both
techniques shows the accuracy and practicality of such a foundation.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes this thesis with an overall summary of the challenges in analyzing
the software build system, the work presented in this thesis and what was learned from it, and
recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
Build systems orchestrate building software systems to produce their corresponding deliverables.
A build system consists of one or more build tools and a set of build files to instrument the build
tools on how to build the software system. The software system developers choose the build tool(s)
most suited for their system; then, they write the build code needed to document the build process.
This code is persisted in build files. Some commonly used build tools are GNU Make (1), GNU
Autotools (2), Ant (3), and Maven (4). This chapter provides an introduction about build code
and its constructs, and then it provides an introduction about generator-based build systems.
2.1 Build rules
A build rule consists of a build target, or target, to be built, a set of dependencies/prerequisites
needed to build the target, and a recipe that consumes the prerequisites and performs the needed
build actions (i.e., compile) to build the target. Figure 2.1 shows a build file written for the Apache
ANT that cleans up the workspace. Line 3 shows a build rule for target ’clean’, this build rule has
two prerequisites; ’cleanClasses’ and ’cleanDist’, both of which have their own build rules on
lines 6 and 10, respectively. The build rule for target clean does not have a recipe, on the other
hand, line 7 has the recipe for the target ’cleanClasses’, this recipe deletes all the files with the
extension ’.class’.
To run a build system, the build tool requires a build target as an input (i.e., clean in Fig-
ure 2.1), then it executes the build for that target in two phases:
1. The evaluation phase, where the build tool evaluates the build code to construct a Concrete
Dependency Graph (CDG). A CDG represents the dependencies among the build rules as
inferred by the prerequisites of each build rule. Each node represents a target and its recipe
5
1 <?xml version=" 1 .0 " ?>
2 <p r o j e c t name=" CleanUp ">
3 <t a r g e t name=" c l ean " depends=" c l eanCla s s e s , c l e anDi s t "
4 d e s c r i p t i o n=" c l ean up the workspace " />
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6 <t a r g e t name=" c l e a n C l a s s e s " d e s c r i p t i o n=" remove a l l Java c l a s s f i l e s . ">
7 <d e l e t e>
8 < f i l e s e t d i r=" . " i n c l u d e s=" ∗∗/∗ . c l a s s " />
9 </ d e l e t e>
10 </ t a r g e t>
11
12 <t a r g e t name=" c l eanDi s t " d e s c r i p t i o n=" d e l e t e the p r o j e c t d i s t r i b u t i o n f i l e s . ">
13 <d e l e t e d i r=" d i s t " />
14 </ t a r g e t>
15 </ p r o j e c t>
Figure 2.1: A sample build file written for Apache ANT
for building it. The edges between the nodes represent dependencies between the targets and
their prerequisites. Figure 2.2 shows the CDG for the build file in Figure 2.1.
2. The execution phase, where the build tool traverses the CDG in a depth-first search
(DFS) fashion, starting with the given target to be built. The build tool would build all
needed prerequisites until it can run the recipe for the given build rule target.
Figure 2.2: CDG for the build file in Figure 2.1
These constructs and phases are the same across build tools, Figure 2.3 shows the same build
file but implemented for the GNU Make build tool. The CDG for this file is exactly the same as
shown in Figure 2.2.
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1 # clean up the workspace
2 c l ean : c l e a n C l a s s e s c l e anDi s t
3
4 # remove a l l Java c l a s s f i l e s
5 c l e a n C l a s s e s :
6 f i n d . −name " ∗ . c l a s s " −type f −d e l e t e
7
8 # remove the d i s t r i b u t i o n f o l d e r
9 c l eanDi s t :
10 rm −r f d i s t
Figure 2.3: A sample build file written for GNU Make
2.2 Build configurations
The build process is customized using build configurations. For instance, to support cross-
platform builds or control the inclusion or exclusion of the system’s features in the build deliverable.
The build configurations are instrumented into the build system by the developers. To build a
custom deliverable, the developer selects the needed build configurations and provides that as an
input to the build, then the build process customizes the deliverable accordingly.
Figure 2.5 shows an example of build configurations and how they are used in the Linux operat-
ing system. The build configuration CONFIG_X86_64 customizes the build process for the x86-64bit
architecture. Figure 2.4a demonstrates how build configuration customizes the build process by
including additional files to the build. The source code file sys_x86_64 will only be included in
the Linux build if the build configuration CONFIG_X86_64 was enabled. If enabled, it will translate
to y, which would add the file sys_x86_64 to the variable obj-y, which in turn contains the build
targets. Figure 2.4b shows another example of customizing the source code to be compiled using
build configurations. The implementation for function kexec_get_rsdp_addr is different depend-
ing on whether the build configuration CONFIG_X86_64 is enabled or not, and this is accomplished
by utilizing C Preprocessors (#ifdef).
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(a) An excerpt from Linux build code
1 . . .
2 obj−$ (CONFIG_X86_64) += sys_x86_64 . o
3 obj−y += b o o t f l a g . o e820 . o
4 obj−y += pci−dma . o qu i rk s . o \
5 topology . o kdebugfs . o
6 . . .
7 i f e q ( $ (CONFIG_X86_64) , y )
8 obj−$ (CONFIG_GART_IOMMU) += \
9 amd_gart_64 . o aperture_64 . o
10 obj−y += vsmp_64 . o
11 e n d i f
(b) An excerpt from Linux source code using the CONFIG_X86_64
config
1 /∗ EFI/ kexec suppor t i s 64− b i t on ly . ∗/
2 #ifde f CONFIG_X86_64
3 stat ic acpi_phys ica l_address kexec_get_rsdp_addr ( void )
4 {
5 efi_system_table_64_t ∗ systab ;
6 struct ef i_setup_data ∗ esd ;
7 struct e f i _ i n f o ∗ e i ;
8 char ∗ s i g ;
9 . . .
10 return __efi_get_rsdp_addr (
11 ( unsigned long ) esd−>tab l e s ,
12 systab−>nr_tables ,
13 t rue ) ;
14 }
15 #else
16 stat ic acpi_phys ica l_address kexec_get_rsdp_addr ( void )
17 {
18 return 0 ;
19 }
20 #endif /∗ CONFIG_X86_64 ∗/
Figure 2.5: An example of build configurations from Linux
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2.3 Generator-based build system
The motivation behind generator-based build tools is to abstract their complexity into higher-
level constructs to simplify what the developers need to implement and maintain. Due to that, the
build process for generator-based build systems involves multiple stages, where each stage consumes
an input to generate build artifacts which are consumed at a later stage during the build process,
until the build deliverable is produced.
The input to the first stage is the developers’ high-level description of the build process written
in a build language. Throughout the build process, those build files get used to generate low-level
build files that contain the actual build rules. These build rules are generated based on the build
configurations provided as input to the build process.
Figure 2.7 illustrates a sample generator-based build system with two stages. Figure 2.6a shows
a CMake (15) build file that describes the build on a high-level. It declares the name of the project
in line 2, where to find its resources in lines 5-8, and declares the deliverable in line 10. To run
the build process, developers would execute the CMake tool on the build file in Figure 2.6a and
provide the desired build configurations. CMake would execute the file to generate a new set of
build files that eventually perform the system’s actual build. In this example CMake produces a
200 lines Makefile. Figure 2.6b shows an excerpt from the generated Makefile.
(a) A build file written for CMake
1 # Set the p r o j e c t name
2 p r o j e c t ( gen_build_sample )
3
4 # Declare where to f i n d
5 # the source code .
6 s e t ( code
7 impl . c




12 gen_build_sample ${ code })
(b) An excerpt from the Makefile produced after
running CMake
1 # CMAKE generated f i l e : DO NOT EDIT!
2 # Generated by " Unix Make f i l e s " Generator
3 # CMake Vers ion 3 .10
4 . . .
5 impl . o : impl . c . o
6
7 # t a r g e t to bu i ld an o b j e c t f i l e
8 impl . c . o :
9 $ (MAKE) −f bu i ld . make impl . c . o
10 . . .
11 # t a r g e t to bu i ld an o b j e c t f i l e
12 main . c . o :
13 $ (MAKE) −f bu i ld . make main . c . o
Figure 2.7: An example of generator-based build system
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CHAPTER 3. DETECTING SEMANTIC CHANGES IN BUILD SYSTEMS
Prior work has identified that the churn rate of build code is high and comparable to that
of source code (16; 8). McIntosh et al. reported that build code is defect-prone due to such
a high churn rate. Therefore, it is desirable to have better support for developers to maintain
such frequently changed build code, track the evolution of different build configurations and their
construction over time, and detect errors in build files. Such support is still limited as existing
source code differencing approaches do not work well for build code with its unique constructs.
One crucial challenge is the multi-phase nature of the build code, as discussed in Section 2.1.
During execution, the build code goes through two phases: evaluation and execution. For a given
build target and an operating environment, the build tool evaluates all of the build rules in the
build files, resolves all variables into concrete string values, and then produces a set of concrete
build rules. Each rule represents a dependency between a target and its prerequisites, and a recipe
for building the target using the specified prerequisites. The dependencies across the concrete build
rules form a Concrete Dependency Graph (CDG).
Due to the multi-phase nature of build code, it is not trivial to detect and understand the
evolution and changes to the build code as software evolves. First, the concrete values for the build
code constructs are only available after the build code had been evaluated, rendering the analysis
of variables, prerequisites, or targets difficult. Second, the automatic analysis for the dependencies
among prerequisites and targets is also challenging as the concrete build rules are only exposed
after the evaluation phase. Third, while understanding the semantic changes to a build file (such
as the modification, addition, or deletion to its concrete build rules) is crucial for developers, it
is not trivial to derive them from the corresponding textual changes. Small textual changes to a
build file could result in significant changes to the concrete rules. Checking the textual changes to
the build files is insufficient to recognize the changes to its concrete build rules.
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In this chapter, we propose a definition for build code semantics, introduce a set of semantic
changes to build code, and provide an approach to detect semantic changes to build code. Our
approach symbolically evaluates build code to produce an SDG to approximate all possible concrete
build rules for all configurations. Then, it compares two SDGs from two versions of the build code
via a novel graph-based matching algorithm that is specialized for SDG. From there, it derives
the semantic changes to the set of concrete build rules. As an application of our approach, we
developed MkDiff, a tool to help detect semantic changes in Make build code at the build rules
level. Our empirical evaluation showed that MkDiff can detect semantic changes in Makefiles with
accurately with 93% precision and 87% recall.
This chapter presents the work published by Jafar Al-Kofahi et. al., (17). The key contributions
of this chapter include introducing a definition for build code semantics, accompanied by a set of
semantic changes that can take place in build code. An approach to detect those semantic changes
in build code. An implementation of the approach targeting GNU Make build code called MkDiff.
And, an empirical evaluation to show MkDiff accuracy and efficiency.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the motivation
behind this work. Section 3.2 describes the proposed definition for build code semantics and a set
of semantic changes. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present our approach to detect the changes. Empirical
evaluation of our approach in Section 3.5 and conclusions listed last in Section 3.7.
3.1 Motivation
This section discusses the challenges associated with change analysis in build code. Specifically,
the comprehension challenges faced due to the intrinsic inability to account for the concrete form
of the build code until it is evaluated. The examples in this section are written in GNU Make.
Figure 3.2 shows the build code for a simple client-server application, inspired by a real-world
system. The application has two executable modules, namely a server and a client. Two different
teams initially developed those modules; each module and its associated libraries are stored in a
separate directory. The initial build code involves two Makefiles (build scripts) for the two modules
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(a) Server/Makefile
1 s e r v e r . exe : db . ocx net . ocx \
2 admin . ocx svr . ocx
3 bu i ld . bat s e r v e r . exe db . ocx net . ocx admin . ocx svr . ocx
(b) Client/Makefile
1 c l i e n t . exe : db . ocx net . ocx c lnt Impl . ocx clntGUI . ocx
2 bu i ld . bat c l i e n t . exe db . ocx net . ocx c lnt Impl . ocx clntGUI . ocx
Figure 3.2: Initial version of the build code
listed in Figure 3.2. Each Makefile contains a build rule to specify the build task and its dependent
resources to build the corresponding executable for the Windows environment.
For example, in the build rule in Figure 3.1a (lines 1-2), the target is the executable server
component ’server.exe’. The prerequisites are the required libraries, e.g., ’db.ocx’ for database
access, and ’net.ocx’ for network access functions. The recipe is a shell command at line 5 with
’build.bat’ and its parameters to create the executable ’server.exe’. (On Windows, ’.bat’ is
the extension for shell scripts, thus, ’build.bat’ is a shell script that is used to perform the build
task). The build rule for the client component is similar and with two shared libraries for data and
network access. However, both components require additional different prerequisites.
3.1.1 Adding New Configuration for Linux
As the system evolves, it adds support for the Linux operating system. A new configuration is
added to the initial build code. In comparison with the configuration for Windows, the build task
and file names on Linux are different. For example, the extension for libraries is ’o’, instead of ’ocx’.
The shell script has the extension of ’.sh’, instead of ’.bat’. In Linux, the executable files do not
need any extension, while the default extension of executable files in Windows is ’exe’. However,
to simplify the maintenance effort on the two configurations, the names of the components and
libraries are kept the same between the two configurations (e.g., ’server’, ’client’, and ’db’). To
account for those shared and different names, extensions, and libraries, the developers modify the
Makefiles. First, they create a new Makefile, ’config.mk’ (Figure 3.3a), to specify the different
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extensions and shared libraries. Then, they revise the server and the client Makefiles accordingly
(Figure 3.3b and Figure 3.3c respectively).
(a) config.mk
1 i f e q ( $ ( s h e l l uname ) , Linux )
2 l i b e x t = . o
3 exeext =
4 cmd = bui ld . sh
5 e l s e
6 l i b e x t = . ocx
7 exeext = . exe
8 cmd = bui ld . bat
9 e n d i f
10
11 #common l i b r a r i e s between s e r v e r and c l i e n t
12 l i b s = db$ ( l i b e x t ) net$ ( l i b e x t )
(b) Server/Makefile
1 inc lude . . / c o n f i g .mk
2
3 s e r v e r $ ( exeext ) : $ ( l i b s ) admin$ ( l i b e x t ) svr$ ( l i b e x t )
4 $ (cmd) $@ $^
(c) Client/Makefile
1 inc lude . . / c o n f i g .mk
2
3 c l i e n t $ ( exeext ) : $ ( l i b s ) c lnt Impl$ ( l i b e x t ) clntGUI$ ( l i b e x t )
4 $ (cmd) $@ $^
Figure 3.4: Adding support for Linux into the build code in 3.2
Make (and in general, any build tool) provides program elements and control structures (e.g.,
branching and iteration) to allow users to specify different configurations to customize the build
as needed. To elaborate on this, consider the Makefile ’config.mk’ in Figure 3.3a. The Make
tool operates as an interpreter to evaluate ’config.mk’. It first parses and executes line 1, i.e.,
running the shell command ’$(shell uname)’ to determine the name of the running operating
system (OS). If the OS is Linux (’ifeq’, i.e., “if equals”), then the ’libext’ variable (the extension
of libraries) value is ’o’, and the ’exeext’ variable (the extension of executable components) has
no value (lines 2-3). Otherwise, if the running OS is Windows, the values are ’ocx’ and ’exe’,
respectively (lines 6-7). The values of ’cmd’ (build commands) are also assigned correspondingly for
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1 s e r v e r : db . o net . o admin . o svr . o
2 bu i ld . sh s e r v e r db . o net . o admin . o svr . o
Figure 3.5: The concrete build rule for the server component on Linux from Figure 3.4
each OS. The variable ’libs’ holds the shared libraries between the server and client components
(line 12). While ’libext’ is assigned directly by a string literal (’o’ or ’ocx’), ’libs’ is assigned by
a string expression, which requires the evaluation of the variable ’libext’ (specified via operator $
in Makefiles). Thus, in Linux, ’libs’ is assigned with the value ’db.o net.o’, while in Windows,
it is assigned with ’db.ocx net.ocx’.
Both ’server’ and ’client’ Makefiles were modified to include ’config.mk’ to refer to those
shared variables. For example, in the new Makefile version of the server component (Figure 3.3b),
the original string literals for the libraries’ and executable extensions ’ocx’ and ’.exe’ were replaced
with the references to variables ’libext’ and ’exeext’, respectively (line 3). The OS-specific names
of the shared libraries for database and network access (’db.ocx’ and ’net.ocx’) were replaced with
a reference to the variable ’libs’. The name of the build command, ’build.bat’, was replaced with
the variable ’cmd’. The recipe uses two syntactic sugars in Make language, ’$@’ for the target and
’$^’ for the prerequisites (line 4).
Examining the two versions of the build code, one can see that after the changes, the build rules
for the server and the client components in Windows OS are still the same (as in Figures 3.1a and
3.1b). However, for the Linux OS configuration, new rules for both server and client components
are defined. The concrete rule for the server component for the Linux OS is shown in Figure 3.5.
Observations. From the above example, we can see that:
O1. To support for different configurations of a system in different platforms, operating en-
vironments, software libraries, or user inputs, Make provides a multi-phase mechanism with two
phases of operation: evaluation and execution. The concrete build rules are the output result of
the evaluation phase.
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1 i f e q ( $ ( s h e l l uname ) , Linux )
2 l i b e x t = . o
3 exeext =
4 cmd = bui ld . sh
5 e l s e
6 l i b e x t = . d l l
7 exeext = . exe
8 cmd = bui ld . bat
9 e n d i f
10
11 #common l i b r a r i e s between s e r v e r and c l i e n t
12 l i b s = db$ ( l i b e x t ) net$ ( l i b e x t )
13
14 i f e q (\ $ ( s h e l l uname ) , Linux )
15 l i b s += i o . o
16 e n d i f
Figure 3.6: Config.mk Makefile after change
O2. Due to Make’s multi-phase nature, it is not trivial to derive the semantics changes to
a Makefile, such as the modification, addition, or deletion to its concrete build rules, from the
corresponding textual changes. For example, the textual contents of the Makefiles for server and
client components from Figures 3.2a/b to Figures 3.4a/b are completely changed. However, the
concrete build rules for Windows are actually unchanged (as in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b). In contrast,
the newly introduced build rules for Linux (Figure 3.5) are not revealed from the textual changes
until the Makefiles are evaluated.
O3. Any change to a Makefile might have a global effect, which is hard to recognize via
its textual changes. As seen, comparing two versions of Makefiles for server and client, without
consulting ’config.mk’, cannot reveal that a new set of rules for Linux has been introduced.
3.1.2 Modifying Configurations
For example, to elaborate on the last observation above, assume the Makefiles for the server
and the client modules remained unchanged as in Figure 3.4. However, the build file ’config.mk’
is updated for the Windows configuration. The ActiveX interfaces were removed and the libraries
extension was updated from ’ocx’ to ’dll’ (line 6, Figure 3.6). Then, for the Linux configuration,
a new library, ’io.o’, is added to provide high performance I/O functionality to the system. De-
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velopers have added the lines 14-16 in ’config.mk’ to specify that change. Observing the textual
and semantics changes, we see that:
O4. A small textual change from ’ocx’ to ’dll’ in ’config.mk’ (line 6, Figure 3.6) affects
all build rules for both the server and the client components under the Windows configuration.
Similarly, when building for Linux, the ’libs’ variable has an additional library, ’io.o’. This change
affects all build rules for Linux, i.e., having ’io.o’ as an additional prerequisite. The corresponding
textual changes show the addition of only a single if statement with a variable assignment (lines
14-16, Figure 3.6).
O5. Both changes were made to ’config.mk’, but their impact was on the server and client
Makefiles. Thus, checking the textual changes of ’config.mk’ is not sufficient to recognize the
changes to the concrete build rules.
3.1.3 Implications
Those observations illustrate the challenges in deriving the changes in semantics by comparing
the versions of build files locally and textually. That is mainly due to the multi-phase nature of
build code and the global impact of text changes to the build code.
This suggests that there is a need for better tool support to help developers better understand
the changes to their build files at the global (i.e., system-wide) and semantic (i.e., build rule) levels.
3.2 Semantic change operations on build code
As discussed earlier, the build process executes the concrete build rules using the CDG. Those
concrete rules represent the developer’s intent on how to build the system. We derive our definition
of build code semantics from this intuition.
Definition 1. Build code semantic is the concrete representation of the build code for a
given environment and configurations.
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1 include ../ config.mk
2
3 client$(exeext ): $(libs) clntImpl$(libext) clntGUI$(libext)
4 $(cmd) $@ $^
5
6 clntImpl$(libext ): client.c
7 gcc -c $^
Figure 3.7: Adding a rule (Operation 1)
Definition 2. A semantic change to build code is a modification to the set of all possible
concrete build rules for all configurations created from that from the previous version to the new
one.
Examples of semantic change operations include adding a new rule, deleting an existing rule,
or modifying it. Given that a build rule consists of build targets, prerequisites, and a recipe, a
modification to any of these three components will also be a semantic change. The following are a
list of semantic change operations to build rules.
Operation 1. Adding a Rule adds a new concrete build rule to the build file.
This operation is introduced when the system requires additional dependencies among re-
sources or tasks, and the process to build them. As an example, Figure 3.7 shows a new rule
added to the Client/Makefile in Figure 3.3c. The new rule (lines 6-7) specifies that the target
’clntImpl.$(libext)’ depends on the source file ’clntImpl.c’ (line 6) and its build script is given
by the recipe ’gcc -c $^’ (line 7).
Operation 2. Deleting a Rule deletes an existing concrete build rule from the build file.
This operation may be performed when the system design has changed and certain resources
or tasks are no longer needed. For instance, a developer might want to delete the rule to encrypt
a file if the file is now already encrypted.
Operation 3. Adding a target adds a new target to a build rule in the build file.
Figure 3.8a gives an example of this type of change. The target ’verboseoutput’ is added to an
existing rule, which generates a formatted output from the input file ’text.inp’. The information
about the format of the output is extracted from the name of the output file using the function
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(a) Adding a target to an existing rule
1 briefoutput verboseoutput: text.inp
2 generate text.inp -$(subst output ,,$@) > $@
(b) Equivalent rules with single targets
1 briefoutput: text.inp
2 generate text.inp -brief > $@
3
4 verboseoutput: text.inp
5 generate text.inp -verbose > $@
Figure 3.9: Adding a target (Operation 3)
’subst’ in the recipe. In Makefiles, a rule with multiple targets is considered equivalent to separate
rules, each with one target, sharing the same recipe. In this example, the equivalent (concrete)
build rules are given in Figure 3.8b. By adding a target to an existing rule, the developer avoids
creating a new rule and maintains the same recipe in two different rules.
Operation 4. Deleting a Target deletes an existing target from a build rule. Similarly to
deleting a rule, Deleting a Target may be performed when it is no longer used in the build process.
Operation 5. Moving a Target moves a target from one build rule to another. This operation
is equivalent to deleting the target from one build rule and adding the same target to the other build
rule.
Operation 6. Renaming a Target changes the name of a target in a build rule.
A target may be renamed when its original name is no longer suitable as the system evolves.
For example, the developer might want to change the name of the target at line 6 (Figure 3.7) from
’clntImpl’ to ’clientImpl’ for a more descriptive name. For consistency, in a renaming operation,
all references to the old target name must also be renamed.
Operation 7. Adding a Prerequisite adds a new prerequisite (resource or file) to a build
rule. This operation adds a new dependency between the current target of the build rule and the
newly added prerequisite.
Figure 3.10 illustrates this type of semantic change. Suppose that the source file ’clntImpl.c’
on line 6 uses GUI functionality provided in the header file ’GUI.h’. In that case, when either of the
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1 include ../ config.mk
2
3 client$(exeext ): $(libs) clntImpl$(libext) clntGUI$(libext)
4 $(cmd) $@ $^
5
6 clntImpl$(libext ): client.c GUI.h
7 gcc -c $^
Figure 3.10: Adding a prerequisite (Operation 7)
(a) Before applying the change
1 clntImpl$(libext ): client.c GUI.h
2 gcc -c $^
(b) After applying the change
1 ifdef EnableGUI
2 clntImpl$(libext ): client.c GUI.h
3 gcc -c $^
4 endif
Figure 3.12: Conditionalizing a rule (Operation 10)
two files ’clntImpl.c’ or ’GUI.h’ is updated, the target file needs to be updated as well. Therefore,
the new prerequisite ’GUI.h’ is added on line 6 indicating that the object file ’clntImpl.$(libext)’
not only depends on the source file ’clntImpl.c’ but now also depends on the header file ’GUI.h’.
Operation 8. Deleting a Prerequisite deletes an existing prerequisite from a build rule.
This operation is used when the rule’s current target(s) no longer depends on the prerequisite
being deleted.
Operation 9. Modifying a Recipe includes any change to the recipe of a build rule.
Modifying a recipe is necessary when the build script to create a target needs to be updated
(e.g., it relies on new library functions or uses different configuration options). Note that adding
and deleting a recipe also belong to this type of semantic change.
Operation 10. Conditionalizing a Rule is a modification that causes an entire rule or a
part of it to be followed or ignored depending on a given condition.
Figure 3.12 shows a rule before and after applying a change of this type. Since a developer
wants to use the GUI functionality only when the GUI option is enabled, the original build rule
in Figure 3.11a is evaluated only when the variable EnableGUI is set (Figure 3.11b). This type of
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semantic change also includes the cases when a part of the rule (e.g., the target or recipe) becomes
a conditional part in the Makefile.
3.3 Representing Concrete Rules
To detect the semantic changes to the build code, our approach needs to derive all build rules.
However, the rules cannot be fully revealed until the build code is evaluated. Moreover, after the
evaluation phase, only the concrete build rules that are applicable to the current configurations
and operating environment are exposed. Other inapplicable rules will not be revealed. To address
this challenge, our approach symbolically evaluates the build code to produce the SDG (18), as it
approximates all possible concrete build rules that can be produced by the given build code.
Figure 3.13: Symbolic Dependency Graph (SDG) for build code in Figure 3.4
Figure 3.13a shows an example of an SDG, which represents the concrete build rules for the
Makefile in Figure 3.3b. A regular node represents a target, prerequisite, or a recipe. An edge
represents a dependency. A select node is a special node that is used to represent the alternative.
For example, the select node in Figure 3.13a represents alternative concrete rules in the Makefile,
one for the build configuration in Linux, and the other is for Windows. A target node depends
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on the recipe node, which is dependent on one or multiple prerequisite nodes. For example, in
Windows, to build ’server.exe’, make needs to execute the recipe rcp2 on four prerequisites
{svr,db,net,adming}.ocx.
Each regular node (e.g., target, prerequisite, or recipe) has its associated string value, represent-
ing the name of the corresponding resource/file. The name might be explicitly exposed or contain
un-resolvable names (e.g., referencing environment variables that would be unknown during the
analysis). To address those un-resolvable cases, an SDG node is associated with a data structure
called V-model, representing its associated string name. A V-model is a labeled tree representing
the symbolic string value for any part of a rule in the SDG. Each target/prerequisite and recipe
node refers to a V-model. Figure 3.13b shows the V-model for the rcp2 node. The concat node rep-
resents the concatenation of multiple substrings; some are resolved from variables (e.g. ’build.bat’
from $(cmd)), and others from static strings (e.g. ’server’). Symbols are used for un-resolvable
values. Select nodes are used for alternative values.
The symbolic evaluation algorithm (18) recursively evaluates all statements in all branches in
a given build code, updates/creates V-models representing the string values for the names of build
code’s program elements (including targets, prerequisites, recipes), and combines V-models into
large ones. It then evaluates all branches and constructs the symbolic build rules with associated
V-models for the string values as in Figure 3.13. The algorithm tracks the mapping between each
V-model node and its corresponding location in the given build code. For example, the ’server’
literal node is mapped to line 3 in Figure 3.3b, and the ’.exe’ value is mapped to line 7 in Figure
3.3a.
3.4 Detecting Semantic Changes
3.4.1 Approach Overview
An SDG approximates all possible concrete rules in a given build code, and since semantic
changes affect the concrete rules, they will be reflected in the changes to the SDG. For example,
in Figure 3.14, if a new prerequisite ’io.o’ is added to the build rule server, a new node is created
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for it (the highlighted node). In addition, a new edge from the recipe node to the new node for
the newly added prerequisite (in the box). Another example is in Figure 3.13a. If a rule is added
for the Linux configuration, there is a new target node (server), a new recipe node (rcp1) with
a new V-model, an edge between them, and a set of new edges between the recipe node and the
prerequisites. Given two versions of a build code, our approach first generates the corresponding
SDGs. Then it matches the two SDGs, and then it labels the missing/extra nodes and edges as
changes between the SDGs. From these two groups, it identifies the corresponding semantic changes
between the two given versions. For example, in Figure 3.14, our approaches determines that the
node ’io.o’ is unmatched, and that it belongs to the new SDG. The new node is then recognized
as a semantic changes.
Figure 3.14: Changes to Symbolic Dependency Graph
3.4.2 Detecting Changes between Two SDGs
Given two versions of a build code, old and new, this section will refer to the old version SDG
as G, and the new version SDG as G′.
3.4.2.1 Algorithm Design Strategy
The core of the first step of our detecting change procedure is a graph matching algorithm.
However, differing from general graphs, the SDGs have the following properties:
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1. The labels of target and prerequisite nodes are unique. That is because the target/prerequisite
labels are the names of tasks or resources/files, which are unique in the entire build file.
Therefore, the unchanged target/prerequisite nodes do not change their labels, and we could
detect the target/ prerequisite nodes having the same labels as unchanged.
2. An SDG node might have its label changed (e.g. renamed), but its dependencies with other
nodes might be unchanged or do not change substantially. That is, the neighboring structure
of the nodes does not significantly change. Therefore, they could be matched via the similarity
of their adjacent structures.
3. Recipe nodes do not have unique labels (since their labels are not given by the users, but by
SYMake). Therefore, they are matched via the similarity of their structures and contents.
For example, if two targets are matched, then the two associated recipe nodes should be
matched.
4. A label of some node might not be explicit because it represents a resource/file whose name
is modeled with a V-model. Our algorithm needs to compare them via the string content
computed from the V-model leaf nodes.
The general idea of our graph matching algorithm is as follows. First, it matches the target and
prerequisite nodes via their labels. Then, the remaining nodes are matched based on the similarity
of their structures and/or contents. To avoid pair-wise comparison, matching is done in an iterative
process: the candidates (as pairs of nodes) are stored in a priority queue, and when two nodes are
matched, their neighbor nodes will be added to the queue to be processed in the next matching
iterations.
3.4.2.2 Algorithm Details
The details of the matching algorithm are shown in Figure 3.15. First, it flattens out the multi-
rules (a multi-rule has several targets that share the same recipe) (line 2). For each target of a
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1 function DetectSDGChanges (SDG G , SDG G′ )
2 G = FlatSDG (G ) ; G′ = FlatSDG (G′ )
3 for each t a r g e t / p r e r e q u i s t e node u ∈ G
4 i f e x i s t s u′ ∈ G′ that label (u) = label (u′ )
5 Q . add (u , u′ )
6 repeat
7 (u , u′ ) = Q . next ( )
8 i f sim (u , u′ ) > σ then
9 P . add (u , u′ )
10 remove any pa i r conta in ing u or u′ from Q
11 for each unmatched node v ∈ neighbor (u)
12 for each unmatched node v′ ∈ neighbor (u′ )
13 Q . add (v , v′ )
14 until no new pa i r i s added to P
15 D = G − P ; A = G′ − P
16 return P , A , D
17
18 function sim (u , u′ )
19 i f type (u) <> type (u′ ) then re turn 0
20 i f u i s t a r g e t node
21 i f label (u) = label (u′ ) then re turn 1
22 else re turn vsim ( vec to r (u ) , vec to r (u′ ) )
23 else
24 i f u i s r e c i p e node then
25 i f value (u) = value (u′ ) re turn 1
26 else re turn vsim ( vec to r (u ) , vec to r (u′ ) )
Figure 3.15: SDG matching algorithm
multi-rule, it creates an individual rule for that target, including a new node for the target, a new
node for the recipe, and the respective dependency edges to the prerequisites.
Then, the algorithm pairs the nodes that have identical labels from the two graphs G and G′.
Those pairs are then added to the queue Q (lines 3-5). Q is a priority queue associating with
function sim (lines 18-26), which measures the similarity of any two nodes u ∈ G and u′ ∈ G′ (the
details of this function will be discussed in Section 3.4.2.3). After adding those initial candidates,
the algorithm iteratively processes the queue (lines 6-14). Each time it takes a pair [u, u′] out of Q
(line 7). If the similarity of u and u′ exceeds a pre-defined threshold µ, then u and u′ are considered
as matched nodes and added to the list P (lines 8-9). When a pair of matched nodes is added to
P , all pairs containing either one of those nodes are removed from the candidate queue Q (line
10), and all pairs of unmatched nodes that are the neighbors of those nodes are added to Q (lines
11-13). The process is iterated until no new matched nodes are added. Finally, the unmatched
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nodes in those graphs are determined as the added nodes in G′ (set A) and the deleted nodes in G
(set D) (line 15).
3.4.2.3 Similarity Measurement
Two nodes are considered a match only when they are of the same type (e.g. target, prerequisite,
or recipe). Therefore, the similarity degree is zero for nodes of different types (line 19). For
target/prerequisite nodes, if their labels are the same, then they are matched immediately; thus,
their similarity level is equal to 1. If their labels are not of the same, it computes the similarity of
their neighboring structures. We adopt Exas (19) to extract the vectors representing the neighboring
structures of the graph nodes. For a node u, the vector for u is an occurrence counting vector of all
structural features of u’s neighboring nodes. A structural feature is a sequence of labels extracted
from a path of a neighbor of u. The similarity of two vectors is computed relatively to their distance
and their size: vsim(x; y) = 1− |x−y|max(|x|,|y|) .
For two recipe nodes, if they have the same content (i.e., the same build script), their similarity
level is equal to 1. Otherwise, their similarity is also computed via the structure-based vector
similarity, as previously discussed. The content of a recipe node is computed by concatenating all
leaf nodes of V-model associated to that recipe node.
3.4.3 Detecting Changes
After matching the two SDGs, our approach infers the change operations (as listed in Section
3.3) from the matching result. The inferring process is straightforward, based on the definition of
those operations. Basically, the added and deleted nodes are examined in two sets A and D to find
the changes related to the adding and deleting operations. For example, each target node in set
A (the added nodes) are considered as a newly added target. If it is also associated with a newly
added recipe node, then the dependent prerequisite (if exists) and itself are considered as belonging
to a newly added rule.
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Similarly, the matched nodes in P are examined to determine the modifying operations. For
example, if two target and prerequisite nodes u and u′ are matched and they have different labels,
then this is considered as a Renaming target operation. In contrast, if two matched recipe nodes
having different content and the V-model associated with the new node has a Select node, while
the old does not, then an operation of Conditionalize a rule will be reported.
3.4.4 Representing Detected Changes
We have implemented our differencing algorithm in a prototype tool called MkDiff (17). MkDiff
detects semantic changes for GNU Make and it provides four GUI components for users. First,
Makefile information panel allows users to select two versions of a Makefile for comparison and
displays the basic information on the build rules in the file. Second, the SDG panel provides the
graphical view of the SDG. The changes are highlighted in the graph. To visualize the changes to
the build rules, MkDiff follows the common practice of comparison tools, by using colors as visual
aid to help users notice the detected changes. When users select a changed node, they can invoke
the summary view for the information on the semantic changes. The Summary panel shows the
list of newly added/modified/ deleted rules, the list of newly added/moved/renamed targets and
prerequisites, etc. The last GUI component is the Change view for the details on the changes,
which can be grouped either by the change type or changed rules.
3.5 Empirical Evaluation
This section presents our empirical evaluation on MkDiff’s accuracy and time efficiency in
detecting semantic changes in Make build code listed in Section 3.2. All experiments were carried
out on a Windows 7 Professional 32-bit computer, with Core2Duo T6400 2.00GHz CPU and 3GB
of RAM.
For the evaluation, we will detect changes on build file level, Makefiles in GNU Make. We
utilize three open-source subject systems that use Make for their build code. Table 3.1 shows the
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information about the subject systems 1. The columns Rev and MakeF show the number of all
revisions for each system and the number of Makefiles in the latest revision. The complexity of
Makefiles is expressed via LOCs and their program elements including the number of variables, the
number of rules, and the number of included Makefiles (shown in the last four columns, respectively).
Table 3.1: Subject systems and their build Code
System Rev MakeF LOCs Vars Rules Inc
Boinc (20) 25,589 72 6,819 720 1,380 31
NetPerf (21) 566 15 3,593 375 521 0
SCST (22) 4,219 143 3,485 361 418 6
For each subject system, we selected a revision and the next one as a starting point, and
checked all changed Makefiles and their included Makefiles for semantic changes. Then, we manually
examined those changes and identified all semantic changes to the build code in those Makefiles.
We moved on to the next revision, and continued this process until we collected at least a hundred
semantic changes for each system. Table 3.2 displays the information on all the changes that we
manually examined. The columns Rev Range and MakeF show the revision range and the total
number of Makefiles that we had checked for each system. The remaining columns show the
numbers of instances of the semantic changes listed in Section 3.2 for each system. We used this
information as the ground truth for our evaluation.
We then executed MkDiff to detect the semantic changes for those Makefiles, and compared its
results against the ground truth. For evaluation metrics, we use precision and recall. Precision is
measured as the number of correctly detected semantic changes over the total number of detected
ones. Recall is measured as the number of correctly detected semantic changes over the total
number of semantic changes. We also measured MkDiff’s running time.
1At the time of this evaluation, the subject systems were using Subversion (SVN) version control system, since
then BOINC and NetPerf had migrated to Git.
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Table 3.2: Semantic changes in subject systems
System info Rule Target Prerequisiste Recipe
System Rev Range MakeF Add Delete Conditionalize Add Delete Move Rename Add Delete Modify
Boinc 16,069-17,388 48 26 22 3 - - - 3 19 12 22
NetPerf 55-114 29 10 2 - - - - - 28 25 40
SCST 304-436 59 37 19 - - - - - 12 7 41
Table 3.3 shows MkDiff’s detection accuracy. As seen, MkDiff was able to detect the semantic
changes with high precision (93-100%) and recall (87-91%). Importantly, it was also able to detect
them within at most tens of seconds.
Table 3.3: Semantic change detection accuracy
System Detected Correct Precision Recall
Boinc 101 94 93% 88%
NetPerf 96 96 100% 91%
SCST 102 101 99% 87%
3.5.1 Interesting Examples
Let us take an example from Boinc. At SVN revision 17,388 2, Boinc was under changes
to support multiple operating systems; OS/2 was among them. The Makefile for libraries was
modified (Listings 3.16 and 3.17). However, according to its developers, “Some OSs may not
prefix libraries with lib, for example OS2”. Thus, two new variables ’LIBBOINC_API_STATIC’
and ’LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC’ were added to store the library names for different OSes.
’LIBBOINC_API_STATIC’ is assigned with boinc api.’$LIBEXT’ if the OS is OS/2, and with libboinc
api.’$LIBEXT’, otherwise. Similarly, ’LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC’ is assigned with boinc graph-
ics2.’$LIBEXT’ if the OS is OS/2, and with libboinc graphics2.’$LIBEXT’, otherwise. Then, those two
variables were used to replace two fixed file names ’libboinc_api.a’ and ’libboinc_graphics2.a’,
2This corresponds to Git commit https://github.com/BOINC/boinc/commit/8f3abcc
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which were not suitable for OS/2. By comparing SDGs from two versions, MkDiff is able to identify
the following semantic changes:
1. Deleted rule for ’libboinc_api.a’ (line 19 old file)
2. Deleted rule for ’libboinc_graphics2.a’ (line 23 old file)
3. Added rule for ’libboinc_api.SYM: libboinc_api.la’
“rm -f libboinc_api.SYM ln .libs/libboinc_api.SYM ”
4. Added rule for boinc_api.SYM: libboinc_api.la
“rm -f boinc_api.SYM ln .libs/boinc api.SYM ”
5. Added rule for libboinc_graphics2.SYM: libboinc_graphics2.la
“rm -f libboinc_graphics2.SYM ln ...graphics2.SYM ”
6. Added rule for boinc_graphics2.SYM: libboinc_graphics2.la
’rm -f boinc_graphics2.SYM ln ...graphics2.SYM’ SYM is a symbolic value representing













12 i f BUILD_STATIC_LIBS
13 a l l _ l o c a l = l ibbo inc_ap i . a
14 i f BUILD_GRAPHICS_API
15 a l l _ l o c a l += l ibbo inc_graph i c s2 . a
16 e n d i f
17 e n d i f
18
19 a l l−l o c a l : $ ( a l l _ l o c a l )
20
21 l ibbo inc_ap i . a : l i bbo inc_ap i . l a
22 rm −f l i bbo inc_ap i . a
23 ln . l i b s / l ibbo inc_ap i . a
24
25 l ibbo inc_graph i c s2 . a : l i bbo inc_graph i c s2 . l a
26 rm −f l i bbo inc_graph i c s2 . a
27 ln . l i b s / l ibbo inc_graph i c s2 . a
Figure 3.16: Case study 1: Old Makefile
1 # Some OSs may not p r e f i x l i b r a r i e s with l i b .
2 i f OS_OS2
3 LIBBOINC_API_STATIC=boinc_api . ${LIBEXT}
4 LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC=\
5 boinc_graphics2 . ${LIBEXT}
6 e l s e
7 LIBBOINC_API_STATIC=l ibbo inc_ap i . ${LIBEXT}
8 LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC=\
9 l ibbo inc_graph i c s2 . ${LIBEXT}
10 e n d i f
11
12 i f BUILD_STATIC_LIBS
13 a l l _ l o c a l = $ (LIBBOINC_API_STATIC)
14 i f BUILD_GRAPHICS_API
15 a l l _ l o c a l += $ (LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC)
16 e n d i f
17 e n d i f
18
19 a l l−l o c a l : $ ( a l l _ l o c a l )
20
21 $ (LIBBOINC_API_STATIC ) : l ibbo inc_ap i . l a
22 rm −f $ (LIBBOINC_API_STATIC)
23 ln . l i b s /$ (LIBBOINC_API_STATIC)
24
25 $ (LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC) : l i bbo inc_graph i c s2 . l a
26 rm −f $ (LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC)
27 ln . l i b s /$ (LIBBOINC_GRAPHICS2_STATIC)
Figure 3.17: Case study 1: New Makefile
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1 . . .
2 EXTRA_DIST = netcpu none . c . . . ne tpe r f_ver s i on . h . in
3 COMMON_SRC = h i s t . h n e t l i b . c . . . ne tpe r f_ver s i on . h
4
5 netperf_SOURCES=n e t p e r f . c $ (COMMON_SRC) $ (USE_CPU_SRC)
6 netserver_SOURCES = n e t s e r v e r . c $ (COMMON_SRC)
7 DIST_SOURCES = $ (netperf_SOURCES) $ ( netserver_SOURCES )
8 . . .
9 DISTFILES= $ (DIST_COMMON) $ (DIST_SOURCES) $ (EXTRA_DIST)
10
11 d i s t d i r : $ (DISTFILES)
12 $ ( m k i n s t a l l d i r s ) $ ( d i s t d i r )/ NetPerfDir
13 . . .
Figure 3.18: Case study 2: Changes to a Makefile
In the Makefile for NetPerf system at SVN revision 105 3 (Listing 3.18), two global variables
were defined for common source and header files ’EXTRA_DIST’ and ’COMMON_SRC’. The developers
added two new files to the system and they updated the build code by adding to those two variables
two new files ’netperf_version.h.in’ and ’netperf_version.h’. While a text differencing tool
can only show the changes at the lines 2-3, MkDiff is able to detect a total of nine changes: 4 recipe
modification and 5 prerequisite addition operations.
We also examined the cases where MkDiff missed. They include the cases where a Makefile
used wildcards and new source files were added.
3.5.2 Threats to Validity
The oracle was built manually, and errors could’ve occurred during the process. We evaluated
only on three subject systems, which might not be representative.
3.6 Related work
Although no existing program differencing approach addresses the multi-phase nature of build
code, the literature on program differencing is extensive. Traditional program differencing tools,
for example, Unix diff and CVS diff (23), compare two programs via their lines of code. They
do not consider the program’s syntactical structures or semantics. To improve text line-based
3This corresponds to Git commit https://github.com/HewlettPackard/netperf/commits/100e72da
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differencing, Ldiff (24) determines if a line was modified/added/removed/moved. Reiss developed
a differencing tool that works at the program tokens level (25). Other differencing approaches
perform comparing the abstract syntax trees (ASTs) between two versions (26), (27), (28). Change
Distiller (26) compares two ASTs by the structures of nodes and their neighbors. In LibSync (29),
nodes are matched with both criteria: AST’s nodes’ structure and names.
Our approach works at a higher level of abstraction, i.e. the level of build rules. It belongs to a
class of differencing tools called semantic-based differencing tools. JDiff (30) detects the differences
between two program versions P and P′. JDiff first compares each class and method in P with the
similar name class and method in P′. For each pair of matched methods, it constructs enhanced
control flow graphs and matches their nodes.With a similar goal of detecting changes within a
method, Semantic diff (31), Binkley et al.’s (32), Horwitz’s (33), and Raghavan et al.’s approaches
(34) compare program versions via the respective program dependence graphs (PDGs). Recover-
ing from code, UMLDiff (35) detects structural changes to program elements such as packages,
classes, methods, etc. Kim and Notkin (36)’s LSdiff uses a rule inference algorithm to capture
code changes at method-headers. Their later work (37) infers complex rules to describe changes
to classes/fields/methods, their containment relationships, and structural dependencies. Vdiff (38)
outputs syntactic changes in a Verilog program and provides position-independent differencing. In
comparison, MkDiff is able to handle the multi-phase nature of Makefiles via dynamic evaluation,
while those above approaches cannot. Using symbolic evaluation, MkDiff is able to approximate
the concrete build rules with symbolic ones in an SDG and then derives the semantic changes by
comparing two SDGs.
Another line of research related to MkDiff is origin analysis (39), (40), (41). Kim et al. (40)
use various similarity factors for matching entities from one version to another, including methods’
names/signatures, caller/callee sets, texts, and complexity metrics. To match two methods in two
versions, BEAGLE (41) first computes internal similarity based on the metrics such as Cyclomatic,
S-, and D-Complexity. Then, it computes the similarity of calling structures of two methods. From
matched methods, it examines callee methods and detects other matching pairs.
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Several approaches have been proposed to recover refactoring changes between two versions
(42), (43), (44), (39), (45). Godfrey and Zou (39) use origin analysis in BEAGLE (41) to detect
merged/split entities. Dig et al. (44) recover refactoring operations by combining syntactic and
semantic analysis. Among several refactorings, Weissgerber and Diehl (45) detect renamed/moved
methods by using clone detection.
Prior work has shown that the maintenance of build files could cause high overhead on total
development effort in a software process (46), (7), (16), (8). A related work to MkDiff is MAKAO
(47). It provides visualization and code smell detection support for Makefiles. MAKAO works at
the concrete dependency graph for a Makefile.
In the recent years since the publication of this work, Macho et al. (48) proposed BuildDiff, an
approach to detect changes in Maven build code. BuildDiff presents Maven build code as an XML
tree and then detects edit operations to transform one tree into another, those operations are then
mapped onto predefined build change types. It relies on the build language to be declarative and
fully descriptive to be able to detect the build changes. Unlike BuildDiff, our approach handles the
nature of build code and is able to trace the changes from CDG to their origins in the build code.
3.7 Conclusions and Future Work
Understanding the evolution of a system’s build code is not trivial but it is crucial for maintain-
ing the build code. This chapter proposed a definition of build code semantics along with a set of
semantic changes that could take place on the build code itself. Then it proceeded to introduce a
novel graph-based approach to detect those semantic changes. The approach takes two versions of
a build code as an input, then it symbolically evaluates each given version to generate an SDG to
approximates all possible concrete rules from it, those SDGs then are compared using graph based
differencing algorithm to detect the changed and un-changed nodes and use that information to
heuristically derive the semantic changes between the two versions. To evaluate the accuracy of
the proposed approach, MkDiff was implemented to detect semantic changes in GNU Make build
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code. The empirical evaluation of MkDiff showed that it can accurately detect semantic changes
in Makefiles.
As future work, studying the impact of approximating the build system using symbolic evalu-
ation, what semantic changes could be missed due to that. Another idea is expanding to detect
semantic changes due to a change in the build configurations. As discussed in Chapter 2, build
configurations influence the build process, thus they affect the build semantics. Currently, the
approach detects if the configurations affecting a concrete rule had changed (i.e. Operation 10 in
Section 3.2), but it does not detect how those configurations correlate with each other. A future
direction would be to model the configurations for a given build system and detect how it evolves
along with the build system.
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CHAPTER 4. FAULT LOCALIZATION FOR BUILD CRASHES
Build code has a high level of complexity, churn rate, and defect proneness (49; 8). Hochstein
and Jiao (49) found that 11%–47% of test failures are build-related. While there exist automated
approaches to help developers in localizing faults in traditional code, and in detecting smells in
build code (e.g., MAKAO (47), SYMake (18)), or debugging build code (e.g., ReMake (50)), none
of them supports localizing a fault causing a build crash in large and complex build systems.
This chapter presents the work published by Jafar Al-Kofahi et. al., (51). The key contribution
for this chapter is a novel approach to localize faults in build code that cause run-time build failures.
Given a test case that causes a run-time crash during the build, it returns a ranked list of statements
in the build code with their suspiciousness scores. Our approach instruments the build process and
records the evaluation traces from the build code to identify the corresponding concrete build rules
and the execution traces of those rules. It then uses those traces and its novel Bayesian like rating
algorithm to give suspiciousness scores to the original statements in the build code. Our empirical
evaluation on real faults in several open-source projects has shown that our approach achieves high
accuracy and can help reduce a significant percentage of the lines of code that developers need to
examine while root causing a failure.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents the motivation behind
this work. Section 4.5 lists related work. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 discuss our approach to localize faults
in build code. Empirical evaluation is in Section 4.4 and our conclusions appear in Section 4.6.
4.1 Motivation
A building process is specified in build files, which contain a set of rules that direct a build
tool on how to derive the target programs from their corresponding sources. Figure 4.1 shows a
Makefile specifying the rules to build a program from the corresponding source code in Java or C.
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1 WSPACE := wp
2 SRCFILES :=$ ( fo r each dir , $ (WSPACE) , $ ( wi ldcard $ ( d i r ) / ∗ . java ) )
3
4 i f e q ( $ ( s t r i p $ (SRCFILES ) ) , )
5 SRCFILES :=$ ( fo r each dir , $ (WSPACE) , $ ( wi ldcard $ ( d i r ) / ∗ . c ) )
6 CMPFILES := $ (SRCFILES : . c=.o )
7 ext :=
8 bu i ld = l i n k / out :$@ $^
9 e l s e
10 CMPFILES := $ (SRCFILES : . java =. c l a s s )
11 ext :=. j a r
12 bu i ld = j a r c f $@ $ (CMPFILES) $ (WSPACE)/ l i b . j a r
13 e n d i f
14
15 %. c l a s s : %. java
16 javac −c l a s s p a t h $ (WSPACE) $^
17
18 %.o : %.c
19 $ (CC) −c $ (CFLAGS) $^ −o $@
20
21 cleanCmd = f o r / f " usebackq " %%i in \
22 ( ‘ d i r $ (WSPACE) / s /b ^ | f i n d s t r / v i " . java$$ . c$$ " ’ ) do de l /q %%i
23
24 c l ean :
25 $ ( cleanCmd )
26
27 program$ ( ext ) : $ (CMPFILES)
28 i f e x i s t $@ ( de l / f $@ )
29 $ ( bu i ld )
30
31 a l l : c l ean program$ ( ext )
Figure 4.1: myMakefile: An example of a Makefile
As discussed in chapter 2, the build file is executed in two phases, the evaluation phase to
processes the build file and generate an CDG. And the execution phase that acts upon the CDG
to produce the build deliverable.
Figure 4.2 shows the concrete build rules after the evaluation phase processes myMakefile,
provided that the environment contains Java source files. Note that for illustrative purposes, we
show the rules after the evaluation phase in Figure 4.2. However, the code in Figure 4.2 is just the
internal representation from Make, and is invisible from the developers when running Make. The
evaluation phase also involves the execution of shell commands (e.g., ’wildcard’ at line 2).
The execution phase traverses the CDG and executes the concrete rules according to their
dependencies. For example, assume that Make is invoked with the command ’make program.jar’,
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1 wp/Main . c l a s s : wp/Main . java
2 javac −c l a s s p a t h wp wp/Main . java
3
4 wp/ U t i l . c l a s s : wp/ U t i l . java
5 javac −c l a s s p a t h wp wp/ U t i l . java
6
7 c l ean :
8 f o r / f " usebackq " %%i in \
9 ( ‘ d i r wp / s /b ^ | f i n d s t r / v i " . java$ . c$ " ’ ) do de l /q %%i
10
11 program . j a r : wp/Main . c l a s s wp/ U t i l . c l a s s
12 i f e x i s t program . j a r ( de l / f program . j a r )
13 j a r c f program . j a r wp/Main . c l a s s wp/ U t i l . c l a s s wp/ l i b . j a r
14
15 a l l : c l ean program . j a r
Figure 4.2: Internal concrete rules after evaluation for Java (invisible from users)
the rule for the target ’program.jar’ is executed (lines 11-13, Figure 4.2), which causes the rules
for ’Main.class’ and ’Util.class’ to be executed.
Let us explain the content of myMakefile in Figure 4.1. The Makefile first instructs to set
the working directory to the variable ’WSPACE’ (line 1) and retrieves all ’.java’ source files in that
directory, and stores them in the variable ’SRCFILES’ (line 2). The ’if’ statement on line 4 checks
if the retrieved result is empty (i.e., there are no Java source files). In that case, the program will
be built for C files instead. The notations ’$@’ and ’$ˆ’ on line 8 are automatic variables whose
values are evaluated to the current rule’s target and prerequisites. Lines 10-12 are for the case of
Java source files.
Lines 15-16 define the rule to build Java class files from source files. It is called an implicit
rule since the ’%.class’ and ’%.java’ represent any file names that end with ’.class’ and ’.java’,
respectively. That rule is evaluated into the concrete build rules on lines 1-5 in Figure 4.2. The
target ’clean’ and its recipe on lines 24-25 specify a rule to clean up generated files after building.
Lines 27-29 specify the rule to create the main program. Make evaluates it and generates the
concrete build rule on lines 11-13 in Figure 4.2. Finally, line 31 is a rule without a recipe for target
’all’. It is used to generate the rule on line 15 of Figure 4.2.
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1 wp/ l i b . j a r : no such f i l e or d i r e c t o r y
2 make : ∗∗∗ [ program . j a r ] Error 1
Figure 4.3: Error in the execution phase on myMakefile
4.1.1 Errors
In general, a failure could occur during either the evaluation phase or the execution phase.
While the GNU Make evaluation engine detects errors in the evaluation phase, it is challenging to
localize faults in the execution phase. Figure 4.3 illustrates an error that occurred during the
execution of ’make all’. According to the rule for target ’all’ (line 15, Figure 4.2), the rule for
’clean’ should be processed first, followed by the rule for ’program.jar’. As seen in the error
message, the failure happened when the recipe to create the target ’program.jar’ was executed
(lines 11-13, Figure 4.2), and it was due to a missing file (’wp/lib.jar’).
Given that, it is not clear for a developer where the root cause of the error is in the original
myMakefile. The error message is reported for a faulty concrete rule in Figure 4.2, which is invisible
from a developer. In this case, the error occurred not because the rule to create ’program.jar’
itself is incorrect, but because a previously executed rule (i.e., the rule for ’clean’) mistakenly
deleted the library file ’wp/lib.jar’ (line 7, Figure 4.2). The actual root cause of the failure in the
original myMakefile is at line 21 of Figure 4.1, where the faulty recipe was assigned to the variable
cleanCmd and was evaluated on line 25, Figure 4.1, into the concrete recipe on line 8-9, Figure 4.2.
The number of generated concrete rules can be large, e.g., when each rule is created for compiling
each file in a project, and they are invisible to users. Thus, it requires great effort for developers in
manual inspection in original Makefile or in debugging all the rules with a standard step-through
debugger.
To learn more about Make’s code complexity, we have performed a preliminary study on seven
open-source projects that use Make. As seen in Table 4.1, developers must work on a significant
amount of build code, e.g., with 232 build files and 13K lines of build code in Thunderbird. Impor-
tantly, in a project, there are up to 2,635 build rules with up to 621 different execution paths to
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Table 4.1: Build code complexity
Systems Build SLOCs Vars Rules Paths Max Included
Files Files
SCST 49 1,786 876 112 154 10
Linux2.6-net 67 4,020 3,425 134 536 20
Gcc 68 5,350 1,980 804 75 5
Minix 95 2,374 632 121 95 95
Linux2.6-sound 98 1,255 973 135 98 10
Firefox-Gecko 156 6,374 1,991 2,635 621 130
Thunderbird 232 12,950 2,655 2,541 235 210
build deliverables. Top-level Makefiles also include up to 210 other Makefiles. Thus, it is desirable
to have automated tools to localize defects in Makefiles.
4.1.2 Challenges
It is challenging to localize such a fault:
1) The analysis for build dependencies among files is not trivial due to the multi-phase nature
of build code. To localize a fault, the analysis needs to include the faulty concrete rules and their
origins in the build code. A concrete rule is often computed via multiple scattered variables and
string values in the build code, which must be taken into account in fault localization.
2) A faulty rule may be unexposed and manifests itself as a crash only during the execution of
another rule after it. Thus, it is not self-evident what concrete rule is faulty and responsible for a
given build crash during the build.
3) Current fault localization techniques on a regular program often leverage multiple passing
and failing test cases for it. However, creating test oracles for build code is challenging due to
the task of determining the expected output for a run. The expected output is the collection of
all the resources that must be produced with their expected contents. Creating such an expected
output is a tedious process, in which those resources must be manually produced by first creating
the resources that they depend on, running a recipe program to produce them, and continuing with
other recipes. In a regular program with a known specification, one does not need to run it to
produce the expected output. Thus, to localize a build fault, a tool has only one failing test case
that causes the crash.
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4.2 Dynamic Instrumentation
This section describes the build process instrumentation to build the evaluation trace and
execution trace of the concrete build rules. These traces will be used in our rating algorithm to
localize faults in build code, Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Evaluation Trace of Concrete Build Rules
The concrete build rules in the CDG (including their targets, prerequisites, and recipes) are often
computed, composed, and manipulated at different code locations. For example, in the Makefile
presented in Figure 4.2, the target ’program.jar’ on line 11 is generated from the expression
’program$(ext)’ on line 27 of Figure 4.1, in which ’program’ is a string literal and ’$(ext)’ is a
variable which is assigned with the string ’.jar’ at line 11 of Figure 4.1.
To capture that process, we develop E-trace, a model for tracing the generation of the concrete
build rules. Different node types are designed to model the elements in each step.
Definition 1. Evaluation Trace (E-trace) is a labeled, directed, and acyclic graph repre-
senting how the concrete build rules in a CDG are computed and manipulated through build code’s
program elements. A node refers to an expression at a code location in the build code. The edges
represent the evaluation flows among those expressions.
Figure 4.4 shows the E-trace that produces the target ’program.jar’ resulted from the evalu-
ation of myMakefile (Figure 4.1). The left-hand side of Figure 4.4 shows the computation steps
from lines 1-4 of Figure 4.1, which lead to the comparison operator of the ifeq statement (line 4).
Since the current evaluation is for a configuration with Java, it continues with the else branch (line
9), whose E-trace is partially shown in the dotted rectangle. The target program.jar is concate-
nated from the string ’program’ (modeled by a Literal node) and the variable ’$(ext)’ (modeled
by a Reference node, line 27), whose value is obtained via a variable assignment (line 11). All code
locations on the E-trace for a rule component contribute to the creation of that component and are
considered in localizing faults.
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Figure 4.4: The E-trace of the target program.jar on line 27 of Figure 4.1
4.2.2 Execution Trace of Concrete Build Rules
In the execution phase, the build tool processes the concrete build rules in the CDG and executes
their recipes. For a given rule r and a target t specified by r, the build tool first processes the
rules to create the prerequisites of t and then executes the recipe given by r to create target t. Our
approach needs to instrument the build tool to follow this process and records the execution trace
of the rules and recipes executed.
Figure 4.5 shows the CDG of myMakefile for Java and the execution trace to the crash point
when the recipe to create program.jar was being executed. The execution trace, which is built
from the CDG, includes the executed recipe nodes and the target/prerequisite nodes to indicate that
resources are created after recipes are executed. In the trace, for a given rule, the prerequisites’
nodes are placed before the recipe’s node, followed by the target’s node. The order among the
prerequisite nodes is the same as their appearance order in the rule. For instance, for the target
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N5, in the trace, the prerequisite N3 is placed first, then the recipe N4, and finally N5. In this
example, the execution trace is N1–N9.
When a crash takes place, the target of the current rule cannot be produced (e.g., the target
’program.jar’ at N10 cannot be created due to the crash at N9). Thus, after the crash, the
execution is said to be in an incorrect execution state.
Definition 2. Execution state is the set of files/resources used in the execution and their
contents.
In general, an incorrect state at a given rule can be caused by a fault in the current rule, or
propagated from a fault in the rules for its prerequisites or its preceding target.
Definition 3. Preceding target of a target t in an execution is the last target that is
executed before t, except those that are descendants of t in the CDG.
In Figure 4.5, the target clean is the precedent of the target ’progam.jar’. A target’s prerequi-
sites, precedent, and their execution states will be used in the fault localization step.
4.3 Fault Localization
Our approach follows the two-phase nature of the build process. When a crash occurs, it
localizes the fault in two steps corresponding to those two phases: The first step aims to identify
the faulty rule in the CDG that leads to the crash, while the second step pinpoints the location in
the build code that is responsible for generating that faulty rule.
4.3.1 Computing Suspiciousness Scores on Concrete Dependency Graph
In the first step, we distribute fault probabilities over different nodes in the CDG. This process
starts with the concrete rule where the crash occurs with its probability of 100% for being in an
incorrect state. At the crash point, this incorrect state can be caused by the concrete rule at the
crash point being incorrect itself, or by the incorrect state of one of the rules for the preceding target
or prerequisites. Thus, the probability is distributed among those three sources of inaccuracy. Then,































































Figure 4.5: The CDG and the execution trace of myMakefile with the crash at N9
These probabilities decrease multiplicatively with the number of nodes as the process descends in
the CDG further away from the crashing node. The result of this step is the fault probabilities for
all concrete rules.
Example. Let us illustrate our inference via an example for myMakefile (Figure 4.6). First we
define the following random variables to represent an execution state and address the three causes
of an incorrect execution state.
Definition 4. Correct/incorrect state Let S(r) be a random variable that represents the
event that the execution after executing a rule r is in a correct state (S(r) = True) or in an incorrect
state (S(r) = False).
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P(¬S(N10)) = 1
P(¬R(N10)) = 1/3 P(¬S(N2)) = 
1/3 P(¬X(N5, N8)) = 
1/3
P(¬X(N5)) = 1/6 P(¬X(N8)) = 
1/6P(¬R(N2)) = 
1/3
P(¬R(N5)) = 1/12 P(¬X(N3)) = 
1/12 P(¬R(N8)) = 










Figure 4.6: Computing probabilities for myMakefile’s concrete build rules (based on the CDG in
Figure 4.5)
Definition 5. Correct/incorrect rule Let R(r) be a random variable that represents the
event that a rule r is correct (R(r) = True) or incorrect (R(r)= False) is correctly state (S(r) =
True) or in an incorrect state (S(r)= False).
Definition 6. Exclusively (in)correct state Let X(r) be a random variable that represents
the event that the state after executing the rule r is correct (X(r) = True) or incorrect (X(r) =
False), assuming that the state after executing the preceding rule of r is correct (S(Prec(r)) =
True). If r does not have a preceding target, then X(r) = S(r). X can be applied to a set of rules.
In Figure 4.6, the probability P (¬S(program.jar)) = 1 since ’program.jar’ is the crashed rule.
This probability is distributed among the three possible causes of the crash, namely P (¬R(program.jar)),
P (¬S(clean)), and P (¬X(wp/Main.class, wp/Util.class)) (with each value equal to 13). The last
probability is divided equally between the two prerequisites of ’program.jar’: P (¬X(wp/Main.class)) =
P (¬X(wp/Util.class)) = 16 . These values are then used to compute other probabilities in
the same way. For example, since the target clean does not have a target or a prerequisite,
P (¬R(clean)) = P (¬S(clean)) = 13 . The algorithm finishes with the values of all P (¬R(r))
being computed (highlighted nodes in Figure 4.6), indicating the probability that a given rule
is incorrect. Since the target all is not found in the execution trace (hence the causal graph),
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P (¬R(all)) = 0. As seen, the rule clean which contains an incorrect recipe causing the crash is
ranked at the top-2 suspicious rules.
4.3.2 Localizing Faults Using Fault Probabilities on CDG
Given the fault probability of a concrete rule, we distribute that probability over all the code
locations that are responsible for generating the concrete rule based on the E-trace of that rule.
Due to the build code’s dynamic nature, one code location may contribute to the generation of
different concrete rules (e.g., the code location containing a variable definition is involved with the
rules in which the variable is used). Thus, to compute the probability P (F (l)) that a given code
location l contains a fault, we sum over the joint probabilities of l and all the CDG’s concrete rules
generated entirely or partly from l. Specifically, let E(l) be the set of rules whose E-traces contain





The final result is a ranked list of locations in the build code, each with an associated probability
(i.e., suspiciousness score) indicating the likelihood that it has a fault.
Table 4.2 illustrates the computation of P (F (l)) for all code locations in myMakefile (Fig-
ure 4.1). (P (¬R(r)) for all the rules were computed from Figure 4.6. As can be seen, the location
containing the root cause of the crash (line 21) is ranked among the top 2-4 locations.
4.4 Empirical Evaluation
To evaluate our approach, we created MkFault, an implementation of our approach targeting
GNU Make based build system. We conducted an empirical experiment to evaluate MkFault’s
accuracy and how it helps reduce efforts in localizing Make build code faults. We first collected
several open-source subject projects from sourceforge.net that use Make as their build language
and have a long development history. They include Dream Toolbox(52) (S1), GMod (53) (S2), and
X10 (54) (S3).
In Table 4.3, column Bugs shows the total number of bugs collected for a project. For each
revision containing a bug, we computed eight complexity metrics and took the average numbers
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Table 4.2: Pobabilities for myMakefile’s code locations
(a) P (¬R(r)) and E-trace of a rule r
Rule r E-trace(r) (Lines) P (¬R(r)) 1|E−trace(r)|
program.jar 26,27,28,29,11,4,2,1,12,10 1/3 1/10
clean 23, 24, 21, 1 1/3 1/4
Main.class 15, 16, 10, 4, 2, 1 1/12 1/6
Util.class 15, 16, 10, 4, 2, 1 1/12 1/6
all 31, 11, 4, 2, 1 0 1/5
(b) Computing P (F (l)) for a location l
Line l Sus. score (P (F (l))) Rank
1 0.144 1
21, 23, 24 0.083 2-4
2, 4, 10 0.061 5-7
11, 12, 26, 27, 28, 29 0.033 8-13
15, 16 0.028 14-15
Others 0 -
Table 4.3: Subject systems and their complexity
System Bugs MF LOC Vars Rules CDG CDG E-trace/ ExTrace
Nodes Edges Node
S1 13 14 2166 186 264 402 799 7 287
S2 18 1 437 15 23 404 636 5 470
S3 17 2 302 25 19 73 215 11 66
Tot/Avg 48 17 2905 226 306 293 550 8 274
across those revisions. The next four columns show the complexity of the Makefiles: the number
of involved Makefiles, the number of LOC in those Makefiles and the number of program elements
including variables and rules. The last four columns show complexity metrics collected in an
execution that results in a crash including the size of the generated CDG, the average length of
E-trace per CDG node, and the length of the execution trace. As seen, to handle those complex
buggy Makefiles, one would need to have tool support as in MkFault.
For each bug in the oracle, we ran MkFault on the buggy Makefile (and the included ones) to
produce the list of suspicious lines in the Makefiles with their suspiciousness scores. We measured
MkFault’s performance by its effectiveness score and top-n accuracy. The effectiveness score E is
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Table 4.4: MkFault’s fault localization results
Sys. TrLines Elow Ehigh Emean Top-1 Top-5 Top-10
S1 243 88.2% 98.9% 93.6% 8.3-83.3% 75-100% 83.3-100%
S2 26 80.2% 93.0% 86.6% 16.7-72.2% 27.8-83.3% 27.8-94.4%
S3 45 76.8% 95.3% 86.0% 0.0-76.5% 5.9-82.4% 17.6-94.1%
Avg. 104.7 81.7% 95.7% 88.7% 16.7-77.3% 39.6-88.6% 42.9-96.2%
defined as: E = 1 − Rank(fault)T rLines where Rank(fault) is the rank of the faulty line in MkFault’s
ranked list and TrLines is the number of lines that are involved in the evaluation and execution
traces of the Makefile (i.e., the number of lines that a developer would need to inspect using a
debugger when detecting the fault). That is, the effectiveness score E is the percentage of lines
that need not be inspected by the developer by using MkFault’s results. This measure has been
used in previous fault localization studies (e.g., (55)). A higher effectiveness score indicates more
effort being saved in fault localization. If the faulty line has the same suspiciousness score with
other lines, its rank can vary from the smallest to the largest ranking number for that set of lines
(called Sfault set). For example, with the following suspiciousness scores assigned to lines L1 to
L5: L1=0.7, L2=0.3, L3=0.5, L4=0.9, L5=0.7, and assuming L1 is faulty, then Sfault=L1, L5
and L1 can rank either second or third out of the five lines. To address such cases, we compute
the effectiveness score as both Ehigh and Elow for the highest and lowest ranks of Sfault (for the
previous example, Ehigh = 60% and Elow = 40%). We also recorded the effectiveness score for the
mean rank (Emean).
For top-n accuracy, we count the number of times (or hits) that the faulty line is ranked among
the top n of the ranked list returned by MkFault. Top-n accuracy is measured by the ratio of the
number of hits over the total localization cases.
Table 4.4 shows the results. For top-n accuracy, each cell has two numbers corresponding to
the cases where the faulty line is ranked at the highest or the lowest among the set of lines which
have the same score. As seen, Ehigh is in 93.0–98.9%, and Elow is in 76.8–88.2%. Thus, MkFault
has high effectiveness and could help save debugging effort of 88.7% on average. Also, MkFault can
achieve high accuracy. In up to 77.3% of the cases, a single recommended location contains the
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fault. In up to 88.6% of the cases, one could find the fault in the first 5 recommended lines. The
variance in top-n accuracy (e.g., 39.6–88.6% for top-5) is due to the fact that the faulty line often
shares the same suspiciousness score with other lines and their rankings range from less than the
n-th rank to more than the n-th rank (i.e., falling out of the top-n result).
4.5 Related Work
MAKAO (47) is a visualization and smell detection tool for Makefiles. It visualizes the concrete
rules evaluated from a Makefile. It works only on concrete dependency graphs to detect cyclic
dependencies in concrete rules, and does not handle other faults. SyMake (18) performs symbolic
evaluation on a Makefile to build a symbolic dependency graph (SDG), and uses SDGs to detect
code smells. In comparison, SyMake uses symbolic execution, while our approach is dynamic
and aimed to help localize run-time faults. ReMake (50) is a debugging tool for Makefiles. It is
instrumented into GNU Make to support tracing of the execution of a Makefile. It was not aimed to
localize faults. It does not provide the function to map the failed concrete rules to Makefiles. Since
the number of generated concrete rules can be high, it takes more effort in step-through debugging
than using fault localization.
There is no existing approach to localize faults in build code. However, our work is related to
the approaches localizing faults in PHP Web programs (56; 57). Apollo (56) combines a variation of
Tarantula (58) with the use of dynamic output mapping for PHP code in which PHP echo/print
statements are recorded via an instrumented interpreter and are rated higher in suspiciousness. In
comparison, the instrumentation for build code first requires the tracking of the locations of all
statements involving in the computation of concrete rules. Apollo does not track the computation
of client-side code. It only records echo/print statements. Second, while Apollo uses Tarantula,
we built our own rating scheme that is suitable to build code. Third, our approach works with only
a single test case.
There are several classes of fault localization methods for traditional code. First, a class of
spectrum-based, statistical techniques (58; ? ; 59) applies statistical metrics on program entities
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based on their coverage in passing and failing tests. Others analyze statistical correlations between
failure and CFG’s predicates (? ; 60), paths (61), time spectra (62), etc. The second class relies
on program slicing (63), field-sensitive program dependence (64), passing/failing traces (65). Some
methods are based on differencing between passing and failing runs (66). Others modify the program
state at selected points in the execution of a failing test, and observe the states’ differences. If the
failure still occurs, it will be reported (67; 55). Our proposed approach belongs to the class of
dynamic approaches. The key difference is its Bayesian-like rating scheme that needs only a single
test case that causes the crash. Another point is its ability to map back to the original build code.
The traditional fault localization methods for C programs do not apply well to Make. C has a
pre-processing step, which is static macro expansion, while the build tool dynamically evaluates the
build code (e.g., in Make, the wildcard at line 2 of Figure 1 is used to get all local files). Second,
it is challenging to map concrete rules to the original build code, while after pre-processing, it is
straightforward to map the code to the original locations. Finally, build tools execute the rules
based on the CDG.
The topic of fixing build breakage is getting more attention in recent years, Macho et al.
proposed BuildMedic (68), an approach to automatically repair Maven builds that break due to
dependency related issues. They performed a study on prior build dependency failures and how
they were fixed. Using that knowledge, they derived three repair strategies to automatically fix
dependency related failures in the build. Similarly, Hassan and Wang proposed HireBuild (69),
an approach to automatically generate patches to fix the build based on fix patterns identified
from existing build script fixes, the patch recommendation takes place and based on build log
similarity. Neither approach localizes faults in the build code, but rather generates fix patches to
be applied automatically on the build code. Both approaches target specific kinds of failures based
on historical data in the system, thus, they would be unable to handle new failures in the build
system. Compared to that, our approach does not generate any fixes but rather localizes the lines
of build code that are suspected of breaking the build. It relies on the developer to fix the failure.
But our approach can detect build failure as it relies on the execution trace of the build process
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to identify the failure point for the build. Vassallo et al. proposed Bart (70), an approach that
summarizes build failures by analyzing build logs. Those summaries are then used to search for
potential solutions on the Internet and identified solutions are then suggested to the developers to
fix the build. Bart is similar to our approach in that it relies on the current execution to identify
what had failed, it is agnostic to the build code but rather detects the symptoms in the build logs, it
does not localize the failure but recommends a ranked list of potential fixes. Both of our approaches
rely on the developers to fix the build, in our case, we localize the failed lines vs relying on the
developer to do the localization. Across the aforementioned approaches, none of them handle the
failures within the build code, our approach analyzes the build code and traces its execution to aid
the developer in localizing and potentially fixing the build failure.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents a novel method to localize faults in build code that cause run-time build
crashes. Our approach instruments the build process to record evaluation and execution traces for
the build code. It then uses those traces and its novel rating algorithm to give suspiciousness scores
to the original statements in the build code. Our empirical evaluation on real faults in GNU Make
build systems has shown that our approach is highly accurate and does help reduce the number of
lines of code that need to be examined in fault localization.
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CHAPTER 5. EXTRACTING CONFIGURATION KNOWLEDGE FROM
BUILD FILES WITH SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS
Build systems control variability and manage build configurations, deciding which files and
features to include in the deliverable. With the increasing number of build configurations and
complexity of build systems, build code becomes increasingly complex (46; 71; 8). For example,
in the Linux kernel, the build system (consisting of Makefiles) decides which files are compiled
and with which parameters, based on over 10,000 build configurations. It is hard to understand,
analyze, and maintain such a system without understanding its build code.
In this chapter, we present an approach to extract such variability information. Our goal is to
identify the presence condition of each artifact (i.e., source file or a code fragment) that is controlled
by the build system, as well as any additional (potentially optional) parameters needed for its
compilation. A presence condition is a subset of build configurations that controls the inclusion or
exclusion of an artifact during the build, it is presented as a boolean formula of build configurations
(72; 73). Configuration decisions are pervasive in build code, as exemplified in our running example
in Figure 5.1 the value of the ’CCFLAGS’ parameter depends on the current operating system (Lines
5-9); also, whether the target ’distrib’ has a prerequisite of ’createDBDir’ (Lines 15-17) depends
on whether the build configuration ’DB’ is enabled or not. Hence, which files included and how they
are compiled depends on the build configuration.
To extract configuration knowledge, we use symbolic evaluation to approximate the build code
under all configurations at once (18). Symbolic values are assigned to the build input variables
instead of concrete values. We evaluate the build code and track interactions with the symbolic
values to approximate all possible build rules, each is represented as a conjunction of symbolic
expressions encountered in the construction of the rule. From this, we extract a conditional de-
pendency graph that describes the dependencies among build rules with presence conditions. From
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1 OS=$ ( s h e l l uname)
2 POI4R:=$ ( s h e l l pwd)
3 DISTRIB=Poi −0.1 .0
4
5 i f e q ( $ (OS) , Linux )
6 CCFLAGS=−O0
7 e l s e
8 CCFLAGS=−O2
9 e n d i f
10
11 d i s t r i b :
12 i n s t a l l Poi4R . rb $ (DISTRIB)/ python
13 g++ −o $@ $ (CCFLAGS) −I$ (POI4R) poi . o
14
15 i f d e f DB
16 d i s t r i b : createDBDir
17 e n d i f
18
19 createDBDir :
20 mkdir −p Poi/ dbl
21 i f n e q ( $ (OS) , Linux )
22 i n s t a l l l i b g c j . 5 . dy l i b $ (DISTRIB)/ g c j
23 e n d i f
Figure 5.1: Modified excerpt of the Apache POI project
1 i n s t a l l Poi4R . rb Poi −0.1.0/ python −−−> [TRUE]
2 g++ −o $@ −O0 −I$ (POI4R) poi . o −−−> [ $ (OS) = Linux ]
3 g++ −c $@ −O2 −I$ (POI4R) poi . o −−−> [ $ (OS) != Linux ]
4 mkdir −p Poi/ dbl −−−> [DB]
5 i n s t a l l l i b g c j . 5 . dy l i b Poi −0.1.0/ g c j −−−> [ ( $ (OS) != Linux ) ∧ DB]
Figure 5.2: Conditional build script with presence conditions
the conditional dependency graph, we finally derive a conditional script that describes all possible
executions with presence conditions for every recipe entry, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, and the file
presence conditions.
This chapter presents the work published by Shurui Zhou et. al., (74). Which contribute:
(1) an approach to analyze build code to extract presence condition for files and code blocks; (2)
a demonstration of feasibility on small examples with a prototype; (3) a test strategy to ensure
correctness; (4) an implementation of the approach targeting GNU Make.
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1 #i f n d e f A
2 void foo ( ) { }
3 #e n d i f
4
5 #i f d e f B
6 void bar ( ) { foo ( ) ; }
7 #e n d i f
Figure 5.3: Code example with a type error in configurations with A∧B detectable with variability
analysis tools as TypeChef
5.1 Motivation
Extracting configuration knowledge from build systems is important for many forms of variabil-
ity analysis for highly configurable systems. For example, tools as TypeChef (75) and Undertaker
(76) analyze the entire configuration space of a program to identify type errors or dead code. They
extract presence conditions from conditional compilation directives in the code (#ifdef ) and rea-
son about properties in the code, such as whether function calls always match a function declaration
in all configurations. For example, in Figure 5.3, function ’foo’ is called in all configurations with
option ’B’ selected, but only defined in configurations with option ’A’ deselected (or executed with
parameter ’-UA’), leading to a compile-time error in all configurations with A ∧B. However, anal-
ysis that do not consider variability knowledge from the build system can be misleading, causing
both false positives and false negatives: For example, if we knew that the file in Figure 5.3 is only
compiled if option ’A’ is deselected, we would not issue an error.
While extracting presence conditions from #ifdef directives is relatively straightforward, ex-
tracting the same from build systems is not. In build systems, extracting presence conditions would
require identifying the build configurations and modeling how they correlate with each other within
the build system, this is influenced by the build environment and the user provided inputs to the
build. Extracting such configuration knowledge from a build system is challenging, because most
build systems are written in sophisticated Turing-complete scripting languages and they follow a
multi-phase execution process (as discussed in chapter 2). Current approaches use sampling strate-
gies or inaccurate heuristics only (77; 78; 79). Theoretically, we could execute the build system in
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1 Conf igurat ion : [ $ (OS)=Linux ]
2 i n s t a l l Poi4R . rb Poi −0.1.0/ python
3 g++ −o d i s t r i b −O0 −I / Users / repos / m a k e f i l e s po i . o
4
5 Conf igurat ion : [ $ (OS)!= Linux ]
6 i n s t a l l Poi4R . rb Poi −0.1.0/ python
7 g++ −o d i s t r i b −O2 −I / Users / repos / m a k e f i l e s po i . o
8
9 Conf igurat ion : [ $ (OS)=Linux , DB]
10 mkdir −p Poi/ dbl
11 i n s t a l l Poi4R . rb Poi −0.1.0/ python
12 g++ −o d i s t r i b −O0 −I / Users / repos / m a k e f i l e s po i . o
13
14 Conf igurat ion : [ $ (OS)!= Linux , DB]
15 mkdir −p Poi/ dbl
16 i n s t a l l l i b g c j . 5 . dy l i b Poi −0.1.0/ g c j
17 i n s t a l l Poi4R . rb Poi −0.1.0/ python
18 g++ −o d i s t r i b −O2 −I / Users / repos / m a k e f i l e s po i . o
Figure 5.4: Actual executed scripts in different configurations for the Makefile in Figure 5.1
every configuration to see which files get compiled and how (see scripts in Figure 5.4), but such
a brute-force strategy does not scale for large build systems, and using sampling would produce
imprecise results. For instance, the brute force approach would need to analyze 210,000 variations
to analyze the Linux Kernel build system.
5.2 Approach for Experimentation
The goal of our approach is to extract configuration knowledge from Makefiles. Our idea is to
get symbolic scripts of all executions and extract presence conditions and parameters from them.
Then, we proceed into a two step process. First, we use SYMake to symbolically evaluate the
variables and collect rules from the Makefiles. Second, Then we extract the presence conditions of
files and code blocks from the output of SYMake.
5.2.1 Symbolically evaluate variables and collect rules
SYMake mirrors the first part of the build process which collects targets and recipes into a
graph without executing the build steps’ recipes. However, when faced with unknown values from
options or environment interactions (e.g., from executing shell commands), instead of concrete
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values, we use symbolic values and explore all possible paths. Figure 5.5 shows the output graph
of our approach that analyzes the Makefiles of Figure 5.1. For example, in Line 3, ’DISTRIB’ is
assigned a concrete value ’Poi-0.1.0’, whereas, in Lines 1-2, variables ’OS’ and ’POI4R’ are stored
as symbolic values, because we cannot statically know the operating system and directory of the
Makefile’s environment.
When if statements are encountered in which the condition cannot be evaluated to a concrete
value, SYMake executes both branches with corresponding path conditions. If we assign a variable
with different values under different path conditions, we preserve all possible values and their
corresponding conditions using Select nodes. For example, in Figure 5.5, ’CCFLAG’ is assigned with
two alternative concrete values, depending on the value of ’$(OS)’. When such a variable is used,
for example, in recipes as ’g++ -o $@ $(CCFLAGS) -I$(POI4R) poi.o’, SYMake substitutes all
possible values and their corresponding conditions.
While executing Makefiles, SYMake collects all targets and their dependencies and recipes in
a graph. Targets, dependencies, or recipes found under a path condition are added to the graph
conditionally, storing the condition as an annotation on the edge. In our example, target ’distrib’
depends on ’createDBDir’ only if option ’DB’ is selected and ’createDBDir”s recipe depends on the
current operating system. This leads to a conditional dependency graph as illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Conditional dependency graph for the Makefile in Figure 5.1
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5.2.2 Extracting Conditional Build Script
Once the symbolic execution is over, we extract a conditional build script and presence con-
ditions from the output graph of Step 1. First, we expand recipes that contain internal Select
nodes until we have a number of recipes with conditions that no longer contain further Select nodes
(but possibly still symbolic values). This corresponds to simple factoring operations in the choice
calculus (80). Mirroring Make’s behavior, given a main target, we then traverse the graph in depth
first order to get all directly and indirectly dependent targets of the build graph, as well as their
recipes. During the traversal, we collect all conditions on edges and assign a presence condition
to each node (a conjunction of all edge conditions). For example, in Figure 5.5, when process-
ing the second recipe for ’createDBDir’ (rcp4), we know that it is executed only under condition
’($(OS)!=Linux) ∧ DB’.
By listing all identified recipes and their corresponding conditions in order, we create a con-
ditional build script as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The conditional build script is a single compact
description of all possible build scripts that could be created with a brute-force strategy (cf. Fig-
ure 5.4), except that it may include symbolic values where SYMake cannot resolve environment
interactions. It can be considered as a single file with #ifdef directives that a preprocessor could
process to create a concrete build script for a specific configuration.
Finally, presence conditions of files and parameters are extracted from the conditional scripts ob-
tained. Recipes that use specific commands, as gcc or g++, are parsed to identify files and additional
parameters. If a file is compiled under different conditions, that file’s presence condition is tracked as
a disjunction of all individual conditions. Files that have parameters are processed similarly. For ex-
ample, in Figure 5.1, the file ’poi.o’ is compiled if ’($(OS) = Linux) ∨ ($(OS) != Linux) ≡ True’,
but it is compiled with different parameters under different conditions. This is precisely the infor-
mation needed for TypeChef and similar tools.
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5.3 Prototype and Testing
A prototype implementation for our approach was built, which covers most language constructs
of make and performs the described post-processing to extract configuration knowledge. The im-
plementation is not complete yet. For example, submake calls are not yet supported (i.e., tracking
values when descending to nested make calls). Although this prevents us from running large-scale
experiments on Linux or similar systems, simpler makefiles can be evaluated.
To test our implementation, a differential testing framework was setup, in which the symbolic
scripts extracted from SYMake (cf. Figure 5.2) are compared with the scripts generated in a brute-
force execution of all configurations (cf. Figure 5.4). Figure 5.6 outlines our testing approach:
first, the input Makefiles were symbolically executed to produce a conditional dependency graph
and subsequently extract the conditional build script. To obtain the individual scripts to compare
with, the Makefiles were executed under all different configurations. Make was executed with ’-D’
or ’-U’ parameters to define or undefine values for each configuration. As shown in Figure 5.6, the
expectation is that the conditional build script should be equivalent to all the individual scripts
from the different configurations, except for symbolic values that are replaced by concrete values
in the individual concrete executions. This comparison was automated by comparing the scripts’
output and all values in the heap at the end of the execution.
While we expect our approach to scale for large build scripts with many configuration options,
our testing approach relies on brute force and thus limits us to tests with few options. We use a
selection of over 10 artificial Makefiles as well as parts of real Makefiles as tests, containing various
configuration mechanisms, such as conditional assignments, conditional dependencies, conditional
targets, and so forth. All tests have at most 8 options, yielding up tp 256 possible configurations,
which are still quick to execute. All test cases pass in our current implementation, which gives us
confidence in the correctness of our prototype.
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Figure 5.6: Overview of our testing approach
5.4 Related work
Analyzing build files has been recognized as increasingly important. Adams et al. (46; 8) have
shown how build systems continue to grow in size and complexity, emphasizing the importance
of analysis and tool support. Researchers have investigated build system analysis from different
perspectives and some even have started extracting presence condition.
Most analysis approaches are dynamic and actually execute the build to extract information.
For example, van der Burg et al. (81) dynamically detect which files are included in a build to check
license compatibility, Metamorphosis (82) dynamically analyzes build system to migrate them, and
MkFault (51) combines runtime information with some structural analysis to localize build faults.
However, such dynamic approaches can only analyze one configuration at a time.
Alternatively, some researchers have investigated static analyses for build files. We build on
SYMake (18), which uses symbolic execution to conservatively analyze all possible executions of
a Makefile. It produces a symbolic dependency graph, which represents all possible build rules
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and dependencies among targets and prerequisites, as well as recipe commands. It was originally
designed to detect several types of errors in Makefiles and help building refactoring tools.
We are specifically interested in extracting variability information in terms of file presence
conditions and conditional parameters, a challenge which has been addressed by three research
groups so far. A simple dynamic analysis of executing all possible configurations would yield
accurate variability information, but obviously does not scale. Instead, Dietrich et al. (78) sample
a subset of configurations, trying to activate each configuration option once. Their approach is
simple due to its sampling nature, but incomplete; it cannot recover complex conditions with several
disjunctions and negations. Using a different strategy, both Berger et al. (77) and Nadi and Holt
(79) have tried to statically approximate file presence conditions by parsing specific patterns in build
scripts. Their approaches are designed for common patterns used in Linux’s Kbuild infrastructure
and achieves relatively high precision for the Linux kernel, but are unable to cope with build files
(or parts thereof) that do not follow these patterns. In our approach, we use symbolic execution
which does not rely on sampling or specific patterns.
5.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we symbolically execute build scripts to extract configuration knowledge in the
form of file presence conditions. As intermediate steps, we build conditional call graphs and con-
ditional build scripts. In contrast to prior work based on sampling, our approach can also detect
more complex presence conditions. In contrast to prior parsing-based approaches, it does not rely
on specific patterns in the build scripts, making it more generally applicable.
Our approach is conceptually limited though in that it replaces all environment interactions
(e.g., escaping to the shell) by symbolic values. Such approximation is needed to deal with unde-
cidability issues, but whether this is a significant obstacle when analyzing real-world systems is a
question for future evaluations. In contrast to prior tools that would just miss certain conditions
or provide imprecise constraints, we argue that symbolic values provide at least an exact indication
of where our analysis is imprecise, which can be used to interpret the results in downstream tools.
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CHAPTER 6. GENERATOR-BASED BUILD SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND
ITS APPLICATIONS
Established research have found that developers on Linux have invested significant effort to
make their build system as simple as possible, and that the complexity of build code in Linux
co-evolves with fast-growing source code (6). For large-scale systems, build files grow quickly and
complex because they must support building the same software in multiple platforms with various
configuration and environment parameters (7).
For developers to properly maintain, evolve, or migrate their build systems, they need to have
a solid understanding of their build system mechanics and how it builds the software. A lack of
understanding would lead to increased maintenance burden (83; 12), making build systems more
defect prone, and would make migration more challenging (84). Comprehension is a challenge as
build tools tend to use domain specific, powerful, and complex languages.
Generator-based build systems can be particularly challenging to understand as they have mul-
tiple stages involved in the build process, where each stage generates build artifacts to be executed
in a later stage during the build. For example, in GNU Autotools developers write build files that
get pre-processed to generate a shell script that subsequently gets executed to generate Makefiles
from templates, which are eventually executed by Make. The staged build process adds to the
system’s complexity. The fact that build systems are configurable adds to the complexity as the
generated artifacts would vary depending on the selected configurations. The number of variations
grows exponentially with the number of configurations in the build system. To properly address
this variability, build-code analysis need to be configuration aware. Such staged build process adds
to the system’s complexity and are not easy to analyze, neither for humans nor machines.
A study was performed on build systems created using GNU Autotools to gain insight on the
challenges in maintaining and analyzing generator-based build system GNU Autotools is a widely
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used build tool in the open-source community and is considered a difficult generator-based build
tool that requires analyses of multiple languages and their interactions. The study had identified
that developers using Autotools complained frequently about maintaining and making changes to
their Autoconf scripts, this is due to the challenges they face in understanding their build systems,
especially their configuration scripts and how they fit into the big picture. Two common contributors
to these challenges were the developers tendency to follow a trial and error approach in maintaining
their build system, this had led to overly complicated and hard to maintain configuration scripts.
The other contributor is the developers negligence to properly maintain the build system, causing
various issues within the build system that added to the maintenance burden, such as inconsistencies
between user documentation and how the build system is implemented. This was also confirmed
by Seo et. al. (12). Analysis of the generator-based build system identified the presence of build
smells, which are issues related to the quality of the build system that adds technical debt and
complexity but does not break the build such as unused variables and dependencies. These build
smells spanned across multiple system artifacts, including configuration scripts, build logic, and
the target code.
In contrast to prior research on maintaining and understanding build systems that focused
mostly on specific tasks (47; 17; 48; 51; 18), our work aims to build a generic analysis infrastructure
that can be used for various maintenance tasks. We approach the analysis of generator-based
build system written with Autotools by attempting to parse and recognize common patterns in
un-preprocessed build code (i.e., without running the generators). We symbolically execute the
configuration logic to identify options, their interactions, and their build actions on the remainder
of the build process. A build action is any action executed (i.e., check for dependency, generate
artifacts) to accomplish the build process. For build-smell detection, we further extract the targets
of build actions in templates for the build logic and in the target C code itself and define analyses for
build smells that compare the various extracted information. We package our analysis infrastructure
providing a structural representation of the build system created by parsing and symbolic analysis
as a tool platform called AutoHaven. We further explain how the extracted information can be used
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to support developers in build comprehension tasks and build a tool for build-smell detection. We
evaluate infrastructure on ten real-world build system written with GNU Autotools and identify
that our approximation is practical and useful for build analysis. Our evaluation shows that we
can correctly capture the configuration actions and detect build smells in real build systems.
This chapter presents the work published by Jafar Al-Kofahi et. al. (83; 85). Which contributes,
a study of the key challenges associated with analyzing generator-based build systems. An analysis
infrastructure for generator-based build systems that utilizes approximate parsing and symbolic
execution of the build code. The AutoHaven implementation of our infrastructure. Two applications
of AutoHaven: 1) A comprehension tool support for developers to better understand their GNU
Autotools build systems. 2) A definition of build smells, and a detection tool that identifies build
smells, including issues that span multiple languages. Finally, an evaluation of AutoHaven on ten
real-world build systems, demonstrating accuracy despite approximations and the ability to identify
real build-smells in the wild.
The reminder of the chapter is structured as follows. First, we preset our study on generator-
based build systems that motivated this work in section 6.1. Section 6.2 presents our key ideas and
approach. Section 6.3 presents our implementation for AutoHaven that targets GNU Autotools.
The empirical evaluation of AutoHaven can be found in section 6.4. We discuss our findings from
the empirical evaluation in section 6.5. And finally we conclude in section 6.8.
6.1 Background and Motivation
In this section, we present our findings from studying and evaluating generator-based build
systems to better grasp the challenges associated in analyzing such build systems, these findings
are what motivated the work presented in this chapter. For this study, we focused on open source
systems and what kinds of challenges they face in maintaining their build systems. A widely used
build tool for generator-based build system in that community is GNU Autotools (2).
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6.1.1 Background on GNU Autotools
Figure 6.1 shows the structure of build systems created using GNU Autotools and annotates
the three stages for its build process.
Figure 6.1: Autotools workflow
6.1.1.1 Stage I: Portable build system template generation
This stage produces a template for the build system that is distributed with the code base,
this enables the users of the build system to setup the code base on their machines and build the
software system locally.
The input to this stage is provided by the software system developers, the input consists of
the software system source code along with two build artifacts: a set of Makefile.am build files
that describe the system’s build rules at a high level and a configure.ac build configuration
file to describes the system’s external dependencies and the build-system configurations. These
configurations can alter the build process to include or exclude system features, at the file level
within the build code, or at a more granular level in the source code.
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Two build tools are executed during this stage:
1. GNU Automake (86) processes the Makefile.am files to identify the source files to be built,
and then generates Makefiles.in templates that hold the build logic for the system. Special
placeholders annotate these templates, which are later used to adjust the build logic according
to the selected build configurations; these placeholders are called substitution variables. They
are used by the configuration script to pass configuration related settings (i.e. which file to
include) and environment configurations (i.e., which compiler to use, compiler flags).
2. GNU Autoconf (87) that processes the configure.ac file and generates the configure
shell script file. This shell script file is later used to initiate the build process.
6.1.1.2 Stage II: Configuring an instance of the build system for execution
This stage produces the actual build code that eventually gets executed to perform the build
and produce the system deliverable.
The input to this stage are the build artifacts generated from the previous stage (i.e. a set
of Makefile.in templates and the configure file). In addition to that, this stage requires a
building environment and a build configuration instance, which is a selection of the system’s build
configurations to customize the build deliverable.
This stage gets executed by running the configure shell script file, this script file would help
the builder setup the build environment with the needed system dependencies according to their
provided configuration instance.
The configure script consumes the Makefile.in templates and generates concrete Makefiles
per the provided build configuration instance. For example, a template would have the following
line: CC = @CC@. This variable holds the C compiler command for the build process. When the
configure script is executed, it identifies the default C compiler from the building environment,
then substitute the @CC@ placeholder in the templates with the C compiler command (e.g., CC =
gcc).
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This stage also generates a header file config.h, this header file is used during the conditional
compilation of the source code. In GNU Autotools-based build systems, developers can control
what to compile from the source code at file level with the concrete Makefiles, or on a more
granular level using conditional compilation. In conditional compilation, a block of code would
have an associated condition, and if the condition is met then the block of code is included in the
source code compilation; otherwise, it gets excluded. For conditional compilation, developers use C-
PreProcessor (CPP) macros to surround blocks of code with CPP control constructs (i.e. #ifdef)
and declare the condition using CPP macros (i.e. #define). The generated config.h header file
would define CPP macros for conditional compilation based on the provided configuration instance.
This header file would be consumed for conditional compilation of the source code in the following
stage.
6.1.1.3 Stage III: Producing the deliverable
This is the last stage of the process, this stage produces the system’s deliverable per the build
configuration instance provided in the previous stage.
The input to this stage are the Makefiles along with any source code configuration file (i.e.
config.h) generated from the previous stage. The builder would execute GNU Make against the
Makefiles to actually build the system and produce the deliverable.
GNU Make would process the generated Makefiles to construct a Concrete Dependency Graph
(CDG), the CDG then is traversed for a given build target to perform the build. During the build
the source code is conditionally compiled per the config.h. The GNU Make build process is
discussed in more details in chapter 2.
6.1.2 Challenges in maintaining generator-based build system
GNU Autotools are widely used in the open source community but often criticized. As systems
evolve and become more sophisticated, many have migrated away from GNU Autotools to other
build tools, such as CMake (15). We investigated some recent migrations and looked into their
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code repository commits, email archives, bug reports, and developer blogs to identify the reasons
for migrating.
For example, in version 4, the KDE (88) team decided to migrate away from Autotools. Quoting
one of KDE developers, "Some developers, not only in KDE, like to nickname the autotools as ’auto-
hell’ because of its difficult to comprehend architecture" (89). The KDE team had two attempts
in this migration (84), and their second attempt succeeded in migrating to CMake (84; 89; 90).
Another example is Map Server (91) that migrated away from Autotools to CMake (92). Often
the following challenges were mentioned as reasons:
• Steep learning curve: Understanding the different tools that come into play and their role
in the workflow, is not straightforward. Also one needs to be familiar with multiple languages
such as M4 (93), shell scripting, make, and any other language used in configure.ac.
• Staged build process: The workflow in Figure 6.1 involves multiple dependent stages.
When debugging the build system, the developer needs to generate the configure script and
makefile templates; then run them. Any issues identified would need to be fixed in the input
.ac and .am files, which has an associated performance and maintenance costs.
• Large Autoconf files: Maintaining configure.ac files can be intimidating due to their
complexity and large size. Checking some popular open source systems 1, their configure.ac
files averaged at 3200 SLOC.
• Lack of tool support: Developers have limited visibility into the Autotools-based build
systems and how they work, and they tend to rely on domain expert for support.
6.1.3 Build Smells in Autoconf Configuration Script
In line with prior research (12), our study of open-source build systems (83) revealed multiple
examples of negligence by developers to keep their Autoconf up to date. One such example of
developer negligence that resulted in an unused build code. In revision 189 of the D2X-XL (94)
1OpenVPN, OpenSSH, Emacs, GCC, and MapServer
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system, a developer made a source code change with a message "Removed a ton of unused code",
that took out all usage of the OGL_ZBUF CPP macro from the source code. But they neglected to
modify the Autoconf script, to remove the declaration of OGL_ZBUF CPP macro. The Autoconf
script still declares the OGL_ZBUF macro after nine years in revision 14729.
It is not clear why this unused macro still exists after all of this time. But this shows that
over time the quality of the Autoconf script degrades. And it becomes overly complicated and
error-prone.
6.2 Approach
In this work, information is extracted from GNU Autotools build systems and used to build
tools for understanding the configuration scripts and detecting build smells originating from the
configuration script. This is accomplished through four steps: (1) The configuration and build
scripts are parsed, using unsound approximations to avoid having to execute the involved generators.
(2) The parsed configuration scripts are symbolically executed to identify how configuration options
depend on each other and how they affect actions in the build. (3) Information is extracted from the
two previous steps and presented to users for build comprehension tasks. (4) Common issues and
inconsistencies are then identified, such as, build smells. Those issues were automatically detected
using the information from the first two steps and the system’s source code.
6.2.1 Parsing Build Scripts
To parse the build logic in make templates (Makefile.am, see Fig. 6.1), we extend SyMake (18;
17; 74) to support AutoMake constructs—a relatively straightforward extension to identify the
targets of substitutions by the configuration script. The key challenge is in parsing the configuration
logic (configure.ac, see Fig. 6.1), as it involves multiple languages and generation steps.
While it is not generally possible to parse the configuration logic without executing at least
the M4 preprocessor, we suspected that in practice developers follow a more restricted set of
development practices that do not arbitrarily intermix M4 and shell instructions. We also expect
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that most developers follow a few frequently used rather than developing their own custom macros.
Before developing a parser, we confirmed this belief with a preliminary study.
Preliminary study on configuration scripts. In a preliminary study, we aimed to answer a
set of research questions to inform the feasibility of parsing configuration scripts: How do developers
write their configuration scripts? Are there any common characteristics in how they write them?
Can these characteristics be exploited to address the needed cross-language analysis?
To answer these questions, we studied the Autoconf mechanisms in the Autoconf manual (87)
and manually studied the configuration scripts of four open-source systems: Emacs (95), OpenVPN
(96), OpenSSH (97), and GCC (98).
From this study we identified the following: First, Autoconf comes with a vast library of M4
macros (e.g.. declare a configuration, check for C header file, execute a snippet of C code, and
much more). However, in our study, we noticed that developers tend to use only a small common
subset of them. As a consequence, it is likely that we can handle a large number of configuration
scripts by understanding the mechanisms behind only a small number of M4 macros.
Second, when writing the configuration scripts, developers indeed tend to follow common pat-
terns to achieve commonly needed functionality (i.e., declare configuration and how it modifies the
build script, check for dependency, and others). They tend to use a small set of M4 macros in
common and repeated patterns in shell scripts, mostly simple assignments and substitutions rather
than arbitrary computations. This is encouraging and suggests that configuration scripts tend to
be fairly regular such that we can recognize and analyze a small number of common patterns.
Third, the script is long due to the repetition of these patterns (i.e., same pattern to check
for dependency is used to check for the various dependencies needed). This again suggests that
parsing might be possible since the large size of many configuration scripts does not come from
complicated interactions but merely from repetitions. This is also encouraging for the subsequent
symbolic analysis.
Fourth, developers tend to use simple control-flow constructs, typically simple and not particu-
larly deeply nested branching statements. Loops are uncommon; the few loops are mostly used as
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Listing 6.1: Snippet from Configure.ac
1 #Declare long−message f e a t u r e
2 AC_ARG_ENABLE( l o c a l i z a t i o n ,
3 [−−enable− l o c a l i z a t i o n=ar /en .
4 ar for Arabic , and en for e n g l i s h . ] ,
5 LANG=$enab l eva l )
6
7 #ensure proper macros are de f ined
8 #in source header
9 i f test "$LANG" = " ar " ; then
10 AC_SUBST(LANG)
11 f i
Figure 6.2: Example Autoconf AST
for-each loops to iterate over a collection. Both this and having a long script due to repetition of
similar patterns makes it promising to do subsequent symbolic analysis.
In Listing 6.1, we show an excerpt from a configuration script exemplifying the common patterns
used: The M4 macro, AC_ARG_ENABLE, is commonly used to declare configurations. It assigns the
user provided value for configuration localization to the variable LANG. Subsequently, this variable
is used to decide whether a particular action should be taken in the build or not, in this case, it
controls an AC_SUBST to declare a substitution variable for the Makefile.in templates. These kinds
of simple actions with a small number of macros and simple control-flow decisions are representative
of most of the configuration logic.
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Approximate parsing. We exploit the insights from our preliminary study to build a parser
that works well for configuration scripts that follow the commonly used patterns we have identified.
Specifically, we extend a grammar for shell scripts with the most commonly occurring M4 macros.
For those macros, we can also decide how to parse the corresponding macro parameters, for example,
to parse some as text and others as shell code. In our resulting abstract syntax tree, we preserve the
macros rather than replacing them by shell code that M4 would generate because we are interested
in the sources (options) and targets (actions) of the configuration logic. This preservation would
simplify our parsing compared to attempting to parse and understand what the shell script is doing.
In Figure 6.2, we illustrate the resulting abstract syntax tree for our prior configuration snippet
from Listing 6.1. Although shell scripts can be large, the use of repeated patterns helps us in
parsing them efficiently.
Parsing is technically unsound, and we may stumble over unsupported or user-defined M4
macros, but those seem to be relatively rare. If we encounter unknown structures, we attempt
to parse them as unknown macros (upper case names followed by arguments in parentheses) and
represent them as unknown entities in our abstract syntax tree. As part of our evaluation, we
investigate to what degree we can successfully parse real-world configuration scripts with our ap-
proximate technique.
The abstract syntax tree is the central representation for all subsequent analysis.
6.2.2 Symbolic Analysis of Configuration Logic
For many analysis and comprehension tasks, it is important to understand the build and config-
uration logic, for example, to identify which configuration options affect which actions in the build.
To that end, we symbolically analyze the configuration logic parsed in the previous step (a similar
analysis of the build logic within the Makefile templates can be reused from SyMake (18)).
In a nutshell, we create a symbolic execution engine that executes the statements in the ab-
stract syntax tree for the configuration logic. Symbolic execution is fairly straightforward: We
introduce symbolic values for unknown values (e.g., for inline shell commands) and configuration
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options (recognized by specific M4 macros). We implement symbolic versions of many standard
shell instructions, such as assignments and string substitutions; we evaluate expressions in control-
flow decisions (concretely if possible, symbolically otherwise) track path conditions and explore all
feasible paths. For increased accuracy, borrowing from variational execution (99; 100; 101) and
similar to MultiSE (102), we aggressively track alternative concrete values in choices rather than
merging them into fresh symbolic values. Our symbolic execution supports many, but not all M4
macros and shell statements; it executes loops at most once and does not support recursion (both
of which are fortunately not common, as discussed above).
In our configuration script excerpt in Listing 6.1, the variable LANG would be represented sym-
bolically after the declaration of the option as
1 Choice ( Feature ( l o c a l i z a t i o n ) ,
2 Symbolic ( user Input ) , " " )
indicating that it may have a symbolic user value when localization is selected and is empty other-
wise. Subsequently, we can determine that the action AC_SUBST can only be reached if localization
is enabled and the user provides the value “ar”.
Results from symbolic execution, such as information about which build actions are reachable
under which path conditions, or where build options are used for decisions, can be used subsequently
by other tools.
6.2.3 Comprehension Support for Developers
As discussed earlier (Sec. 6.1.2), developers face challenges understanding how the configuration
scripts fit into the build system. This is due to its lengthy and multi-language nature, with impact
across domains to alter the build script and/or source code.
To provide comprehension support for developers, we provide support for three common com-
prehension tasks: (T1) to understand which configuration options the system manages and how
they interact. (T2) To understand which options affect the build process and when (e.g., substi-
tution variables for build scripts and CPP macros for the source code). And (T3) to understand
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which dependencies (e.g., external libraries) are needed for the system to be built, and under what
configurations are they needed.
We extract the information for all three questions from the results of our prior analysis steps.
For listing options (T1), we simply identify all relevant M4 macros in our abstract syntax tree;
for identifying interactions, we investigate whether two options ever co-occur in values or path
conditions during symbolic execution. To identify the effect of options (T2), in the symbolic trace,
we observe which option affect build actions, either in path conditions of the build actions or as
parameters to those actions. To track external dependencies (T3), we collect M4 macros that test
for libraries or other dependencies in the configuration scripts and collect dependencies from the
build logic in terms of optional build targets in the Makefile templates.
As output, we produce a summary of the configuration script that lists the options and cor-
responding build actions with their path conditions and symbolic parameters. For example, in
Listing 6.1, we describe that the substitution action only occurs when localization is selected, and
the parameter “ar” is provided:
1 MAKEFILE_SUBST(name = LANG, value = " ar " ,
2 i f = Feature ( l o c a l i z a t i o n ) AND ( Symbolic ( user Input ) = " ar " ) )
6.2.4 Detecting Build Smells
In addition to supporting comprehension tasks, we also provide a tool to detect build smells.
Build smells can exist within a single configuration script or they can span multiple languages and
artifacts including the configuration script, the build script, and the source code. Due to such
complexity, it is difficult to detect the build smells without tool support.
We have built a build-smell detector on top of our analysis infrastructure. In addition to the
structure and symbolic traces of the configuration and build logic, we also collect information about
used preprocessor usage in C code with a simple lightweight analysis tracking tokens across all C
files.
We demonstrate the capability to detect different types of build smells, both within a single
artifact and those that span across multiple artifacts:
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• Unused variables: We report any variable in the configuration logic that is never subse-
quently used (dead store). Without any use, the variable complicates the build logic without
any effect. A simple analysis of the symbolic execution trace is sufficient to detect unused
variables, solely within the configuration logic.
• Unused build substitution variables: We report substitution variables in Makefile tem-
plates if they are never actually substituted by the configuration logic. Such substitution
variables complicate the Makefile logic without having any effect and can lead to unnecessary
maintenance and dead build code. To detect this smell, we identify all substitution variables
in the Makefile template and match them against build actions in the configuration logic, re-
porting those for which we do not find a match. This analysis is simple in that it only matches
structures in abstract syntax trees, but it analyses both the build logic and the configuration
logic.
• Unused C-Preprocessor (CPP) macros: We report C-Preprocessor macros (i.e., #define)
declared from a build action and are never used anywhere within the source code. Similar to
build substitutions, we match the declared macro against all tokens in the source code and
report build actions without any match; this analysis compares configuration logic against
the source code.
6.3 Implementation
This section will briefly describe the implementation details behind the AutoHaven platform
and the proposed tools. For parsing the configuration script, we use ANTLR4 (103) and write a
grammar to parse the shell script. And then update it per our identified common patterns to parse
the other Autoconf script constructs. Anything that does not conform to our grammar is kept as a
lump of text as a special AST node. This kind of special nodes includes any programming languages
snippets (i.e., C) written in the configuration script, and any Autoconf script constructs not covered
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by our common patterns. ANTLR4 generates a parser that parses the script to generate a parse
tree; we use that to construct our AST.
For static analysis on the generated AST, we utilize a visitor pattern to traverse the AST and
extract any needed information. For doing symbolic analysis, we implement it per Section 6.2.2.
For analyzing the build script to extract all substitution variables, we take advantage of their unique
pattern (e.g.,@variable name@) and utilize a string pattern matching algorithm to identify all of
the variables. And for analyzing the system’s source code to extract all of the used CPP macros,
we use JavaCPP (104) to preprocess the source code base and identify all used CPP macros.
With these, we have all needed analysis to implement the ACSense tool and provide compre-
hension support, and the ACSniff tool to detect build smells as discussed in the approach section.
6.3.1 Parsing Build Scripts
To reason about builds, we need to understand both the build logic and the configuration logic.
To parse the build logic in make templates (Makefile.am, see Fig. 6.1), we extend SyMake (18;
17; 74) to support AutoMake constructs—a relatively straightforward extension to identify the
targets of substitutions by the configuration script. The key challenge though is in parsing the
configuration logic (configure.ac, see Fig. 6.1), as it involves multiple languages and generation
steps.
While it is not generally possible to parse the configuration logic without executing at least
the M4 preprocessor, we suspected that in practice developers follow a more restricted set of
development practices that do not arbitrarily intermix M4 and shell instructions. We also expect
that most developers follow a few frequently used rather than developing their own custom macros.
Before developing a parser, we confirmed this belief with a preliminary study.
6.4 Empirical Evaluation
Our evaluation focuses on the technical side and the accuracy of our proposed platform and
tools, by answering the following research questions:
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(RQ1) How many of our simplified assumptions (i.e., targeting common patterns for parsing, and
evaluating for loops once) hold when analyzing actual systems?
(RQ2) What is the accuracy of our configuration script summarization? Are we able to accurately
capture all build actions and correctly calculate their path conditions?
(RQ3) How pervasive are build smells in the build systems?
(RQ4) What is the accuracy and performance of our approach to detect build smells?
6.4.1 Subject Systems
To answer our research questions, we need to use actual GNU Autotools based build systems.
To find such systems, we use Boa (105), Boa is a domain-specific language and infrastructure
that eases mining software repositories. The Boa platform is available online (106) and comes
preloaded with a snapshot of SourceForge (107) and GitHub (108) software repositories. We use
Boa to collect ten open source systems from SourceForge. Our query looks for systems that have
a GNU-Autotools-based build system and counts the number of revisions that made changes to
Autotools configuration files. We sorted them in descending order and picked the top ten systems
for evaluation. The systems are shown in Table 6.1.
6.4.2 (RQ1) Evaluating Assumptions
We evaluate how well our simplifying assumptions hold in practice. The assumptions are: (a)
configuration scripts follow identified patterns, (b) loops are rarely used, and when used, their
bounds are easy to compute. For evaluating the impact, we count the number of constructs and
macros being used in the configuration script manually and compare them to what the AST has.
Table 6.2 shows the results. Overall we are able to parse nine out of the ten subject systems.
The last system, TuxBox2, that we could not parse, did not conform to our common patterns;
instead, it had declared its own macros and used them to declare configuration options and build
actions. To evaluate our first assumption, we compare the number of structures in the original script
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Table 6.1: Subject systems
System Rev SourceF SLOC BuildF BCLOC CLOC #for #if #Configs
BogoFilter 7053 235 47k 21 9761 916 6 64 11
BZFlag 22835 1296 354k 221 103k 1379 6 98 16
D2X XL 14729 669 304k 56 16099 483 1 30 15
Gmerlin 5129 574 181k 182 70214 1399 0 116 21
Hercules-390 a9bea8a 304 262k 45 13935 2075 0 88 15
Illumination 4138 450 84439 23 16489 463 0 44 17
OpenVRML 4316 378 109k 27 12436 684 0 65 13
Qore 7401 746 147k 19 11431 1872 8 239 21
QTractor c9ca26b 257 121k 4 1995 1480 2 143 60
TuxBox2 15664 2174 519k 368 11807 652 0 45 35
Average 708 213k 97 26716 1141 3 94 21
Column Rev shows software revision used for evaluation (SVN or Git), SourceF is the number of source code files,
SLOC is the total lines of source code, BuildF is the number of build files, BCLOC is the total lines of build code,
CLOC is total lines of code in the configuration script file, #for is the number of loop constructs in the configuration
script, #if is the number of branching constructs in the script, and #Configs is total number of build configurations.
to what we capture in our AST. We manually count the number of structures (e.g., if statement,
M4 macros...etc.) and compare them to what we have in our AST. For the nine subject systems we
were able to parse, we have a 97% recall for the script structures. This indicates that our identified
characteristics are common, and even though our approach is not generic, it is still applicable and
useful.
To evaluate our second assumption, we check how many subject systems have loop constructs,
and how frequent are they. Then we check whether they are bound or not. Table 6.1 shows that
only five out of the ten subject systems uses loop constructs. Compared to the other constructs
they are not used often. Then we manually checked all of the loop constructs and they were bound
to a constant number of iterations. This confirms our assumption.
6.4.3 (RQ2) Accuracy of Summarization
To provide comprehension support, we summarize the configuration script by listing the con-
figuration options and the build actions along with their path conditions. To evaluate our solution,
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Table 6.2: Evaluating parsing assumption
System #Constructs #In AST Recall
BogoFilter 326 310 95%
BZFlag 455 444 98%
D2X XL 150 145 97%
Gmerlin 353 325 92%
Hercules-390 444 440 99%
Illumination 249 247 99%
OpenVRML 267 262 98%
Qore 600 584 97%
QTractor 497 493 99%
TuxBox2 308 0 0%
Column Constructs shows the total number of control struc-
tures and M4 macros in the configuration script. Column
In AST shows the total number of these constructs that is
parsed and represented in the AST. Column Recall shows the
percentage of constructs recalled in our AST.
we study the subject systems and manually identify their configuration options and build actions,
by identifying the relevant M4 macros (i.e., AC_ARG_ENABLE, AC_SUBST) within the script,
and for every build action, we manually calculate their path conditions. We accumulate this infor-
mation as our oracle of truth and use it to answer this research question. Refer to section 6.5 for
a discussion on threats to validity.
To answer this research question, we run the ACSense tool to evaluate how many of the config-
uration options and build actions the tool reports compared to the oracle. For the build actions,
we also evaluate the accuracy of the reported path conditions; if the path condition reported by
the tool does not match the one we manually calculated for the oracle, we presume it is incorrect.
Table 6.3 shows the results. Overall ACSense reports build actions with a high recall of 86% and
is able to identify their path conditions with a high precision of 88% on average. The build actions
we missed are either missing in our AST representation (e.g., part of an unrecognized pattern) or are
part of Autoconf macros that are currently not supported in our symbolic evaluation. For instance,
OpenVRML relies on Autoconf macros to control the path conditions for most build actions, and
our symbolic evaluation does not support these macros at the moment, as they are not commonly
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used. This is the reason why ACSense did not perform well for calculating path conditions for
OpenVRML.
Table 6.3: Evaluating ACSense
System #Actions Recall #PC Precision
BogoFilter 44/55 80% 32/33 97%
BZFlag 63/87 72% 37/37 100%
D2X XL 32/35 91% 27/27 100%
Gmerlin 49/49 100% 15/19 79%
Hercules-390 35/36 97% 28/30 93%
Illumination 42/66 64% 23/33 70%
OpenVRML 31/31 100% 1/16 6%
Qore 63/74 85% 38/39 97%
QTractor 77/77 100% 57/57 100%
Average 49/57 86% 29/33 88%
Column #Actions shows the total number of actions detected by
ACSense over those declared in the script. Column Recall shows
the percentage of how many actions ACSense was able to recall.
#PC shows the number path conditions correctly computed by
ACSense to the ones we manually computed for the oracle. Col-
umn Precision is how many path conditions did ACSense identify
correctly.
6.4.4 (RQ3) Presence of Build Smells
To answer our third research question on how pervasive build smells are, we investigate our
subject systems to see how many of them do have build smells and whether it is a common problem
across Autotools-based build systems.
As discussed earlier (Section 6.2.4), manually detecting build smells is complex and not trivial,
and it would be infeasible to attempt to answer this research question by manually detecting the
build smells and how widespread they are across our subject systems. Instead, we use our ACSniff
tool and run it on all subject systems that we can parse. Then we manually verify whether the
reported build smells are actual ones to answer the third research question.
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Table 6.4 shows our results. We were able to find 184 build smells in all parseable subject
systems; this indicates that the problem exists and is frequent across Autotools build systems.
6.4.5 (RQ4) Accuracy and Performance of Build Smell Detection
Given that build smells exist and are widespread in Autotools build systems, we evaluate the
accuracy of our provided solution in detecting build smells. As it involves multiple analysis tech-
niques, we also evaluate the performance of our solution.
Again, it is infeasible to build an oracle of truth that has all build smells in our subject systems
and use that to measure the accuracy of ACSniff reported build smells. In this work, we focus
on providing initial results that later work can improve on, the manual work involved to measure
soundness is out of scope.
For our evaluation, we run the ACSniff tool and manually check if the reported build smells
are actual ones or not. Refer to section 6.5 for a discussion on threats to validity. Table 6.4 shows
the results, as can be seen, ACSniff accurately detects build smells with high precision of 96% on
average. To evaluate performance, we measured how long it took to analyze each system. On
average it took 15 seconds per system.
The number of detected unused variable build smells is much higher than the other build smells,
after investigating this kind of build smells, we learned that the developers do not use variables
implicitly declared by the Autoconf macros to hold user input (i.e., configuration options) or hold
the results from checking the build environment. Instead, they explicitly declare their own variables
to track that same information, leaving the implicit ones unused. This is the main reason behind the
high numbers of unused variables, and we did not see a clear indication on why the developers would
not use the implicitly declared variables. We speculate that this could be due to developers not fully
understanding what Autoconf macros actually do for them, thus adding their own variables, which
aligns with our findings discussed in the motivation section. The false positive reported for unused
variables build smells, were due to our approach for symbolic evaluation. As we explicitly declare
how to evaluate M4 macros and we do not evaluate all of them, we miss on evaluating snippets of
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Table 6.4: Evaluating build smells detection using ACSniff
Unused variables Unused buildsubstitution variable Unused CPP Macros
System Detected Correct Detected Correct Detected Correct Accuracy
BogoFilter 57 55 0 0 11 11 97%
BZFlag 40 39 0 0 3 3 98%
D2X XL 10 10 0 0 12 9 86%
Gmerlin 37 37 0 0 0 - 100%
Hercules-390 200 180 3 3 1 1 90%
Illumination 28 27 0 0 1 1 97%
OpenVRML 6 6 0 0 0 - 100%
Qore 113 111 0 0 3 3 98%
Qtractor 94 93 2 2 7 7 99%
The first row shows the targeted build smells, underneath that, the Detected column shows the total number
of detected build smells by the ACSniff tool, and the Correct column shows how many of them are actual build
smells. The Accuracy column shows ACSniff precision in detected build smell, how many of the ones it reports
are actual build smells, and its calculated by dividing the total number of actual build smells reported, over the
total number of build smells reported.
scripts were the reported unused variables are actually being used, thus ACSniff reported them as
build smells.
For the remaining build smells, many were due to neglected maintenance as the example dis-
cussed in the motivation section.
6.5 Threats to Validity
For evaluating comprehension support for developers, we built our own oracle of truth, which
is prone to human error and might be incomplete or inaccurate. Our mitigation to this is our own
experience from studying and analyzing Autotools build systems, as that helped us build this oracle
as accurately as we could.
Furthermore, we only evaluated the accuracy of capturing the build actions and their path con-
ditions. But we did not evaluate how much it would actually help the developers better understand
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their configuration scripts. This is something we leave for future work, where we plan to engage the
actual developers in a more thorough study, then report their feedback on the proposed approach.
Lastly, despite a diverse selection of subject systems, our results may not generalize to other
systems.
6.6 Discussion
In this section we discuss our insight for future research direction and recommendations for
build tools authors.
6.6.1 Build Systems Maintenance
Build systems are a crucial part of software systems. Prior work has shed light on the high
maintenance overhead associated with build systems, stating the need for tool support to reduce
this overhead (5; 6). And that this is true across the various build tools currently available (7; 8).
More interestingly, they point out that developers tend to be hesitant when it comes to maintaining
their build systems, in fear of breaking the build (109; 83; 110). And as the software system evolve,
they might miss on properly updating their build system to keep it up to date (12; 110).
We argue that regardless of the build tool used to implement the build systems, the mainte-
nance challenges will be similar in nature and that the solutions to address them might also be
similar. For instance, the developers might be hesitant to maintain their build systems due to lack
of understanding of how it works. In this work, we introduce a solution to this problem for Auto-
tools build systems, and we introduce the concept of build actions, as a set of common tasks the
configuration script executes. One can argue that regardless of the build tool used, build systems
can be translated into a series of common build actions: check for dependencies, compile a file,
setup deployment packages, and so on. And arguably, by summarizing the build system into a list
of build actions, it would provide an easier way for the developers to understand their build system
and what it is doing, addressing their hesitation at its root.
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More research is needed to study the different natures of build tools. To identify how common
the challenges are and whether existing solutions are applicable with minor modifications. This
would help guide the future research for build-systems maintenance.
6.6.2 Consideration for Future Build Tools
Prior work had discussed the importance of build systems, and shed light onto the maintenance
overhead associated with them. There is a shortage of analysis tools to help developers cope with
this overhead. Future build tools need to learn from the past and design their build tools with
analysis in mind, instead of retrofitting after the fact as we had to do. They could avoid having
many stages in the build process and isolate the complexity of each stage within itself to avoid
cross-stage analysis. They could aim to make the build tool more declarative, as that would make
the build system easier to comprehend and analyze. These considerations would simplify the build
systems and would enable developers to easily create the analysis tools they need to maintain their
build systems.
6.7 Related Work
Analyzing build files has been recognized as increasingly important. Adams et al.(6; 47) and
S.McIntosh et al. (8) have shown how build systems continue to grow in size and complexity.
Martin et al. (111; 112) work focused specifically on Makefiles and shed light on the complexity
associated with maintaining Makefiles due to the various features and constructs utilized within
them. Seo et al. (12) studied builds at Google and stated that up to 37% of their build failed, mostly
due to neglected build maintenance. And that build maintenance is associated with high overhead
on the developers, Kerzazi et al. (110) found that up to 18% of build fails, and in their study
that has an estimated associated cost of more than 336 man-hours, as once the build is broken,
the development team is blocked until the build is fixed. This emphasizes on the importance of
analysis and tool support for build systems.
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Researchers have investigated build system analysis from different perspectives. Most analysis
approaches are dynamic and actually execute the build to extract information. For example, van
der Burg et al. (113) dynamically detect which files are included in a build to check license com-
patibility, Metamorphosis (114) dynamically analyzes build system to migrate them, and Dietrich
(115) analyzes Kbuild based systems dynamically to derive presence conditions for source files.
However, dynamic approaches can only analyze one configuration at a time.
On the other hand, Macho et al., (48) statically analyze Maven based build systems to identify
build changes to help developers cope with the evolution of their build systems. Hardt and Munson
(109) developed a tool to monitor the source code for structural refactoring to identify the need
for build maintenance, and it updates the ANT based build script associated with the system.
But, to the best of our knowledge, there are no analysis tools support for GNU Autotools build
systems. The KDE developers built, am2cmake, specifically for their needs, to help migrating
their Automake Makefile.am to CMake, but it does not provide any means of analyzing the logic
within them, nor does it handle the Autoconf configuration scripts. On the other hand, there is
some tool support for GNU Make: MAKAO (47) provides visualization and code smell detection
support for Makefiles, but it does not support Autotools. SYMake (18) uses symbolic execution
to conservatively analyze all possible executions of a GNU Make Makefile. It produces a symbolic
dependency graph, which approximates all possible build rules and dependencies among targets
and prerequisites, as well as recipe commands. It was originally designed to detect several types of
errors in Makefiles and help building refactoring tools. Zhou et al.(74) expands on top of SyMake
to identify presence conditions for source files from build code. But all of these tools are built for
GNU Make makefiles, and none can analyze GNU Autotools build systems.
Since the time of this work, Lebeuf et al., (116) studied distributed build tools to better un-
derstand the challenges associated in maintaining and enhancing their build systems, as part of
their study, they created BuildExplorer, a tool to aid developers in understanding, optimizing, and
debugging their build systems. Vassallo et. al., (70) proposed BART, a tool that evaluates build
logs in case of failure and suggest potential solutions found on the internet for the developers to fix
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the failure. Both approaches tackle specific problems within build maintenance, but none attempt
to provide an analysis infrastructure for analyzing multi-stage build systems.
6.8 Conclusion
In this work, we provide support for developers in maintaining their GNU Autotools based
build systems. Toward that, we provide the AutoHaven platform, which provides an abstract
syntax tree representation for the configuration script. This would enable developers to create
analysis techniques to aid them in maintaining their GNU Autotools based build systems. Our
evaluation shows that AutoHaven provides a practical and useful structural representation of the
configuration script.
During our study of open-source systems, we identified that developers face challenges in un-
derstanding their configuration scripts and that overtime they neglect to properly maintain their
configuration script, leading to the existence of build smells. To aid developers in better understand-
ing their configuration scripts, we introduce ACSense, a solution to summarize the configuration
script by capturing the build actions associated with the script, and their path conditions. Toward
addressing build smells, we introduce ACSniff, a solution to detect build smells within the configu-
ration script and across multiple build artifacts (i.e.build script and source code). Our evaluation
shows that we can accurately capture much of the configuration script’s build actions and it’s path
conditions and that we accurately detect build smells.
For future work, we plan to evaluate how practical our provided solutions are in real system
setup. Also, our work opens the door for more accurate and in depth analysis of build systems.
We plan to expand on prior work (74) that depends on extracting configuration knowledge from
the build system and see how AutoHaven can improve the accuracy of the existing solutions.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Build systems are crucial to software systems, and they come with high maintenance overhead.
However, the analysis support for build systems is still limited. Such support is needed to tackle
the challenges associated in maintaining and evolving build systems.
This thesis presented our contributions to tackle three challenges associated with the mainte-
nance and evolution of build systems. Chapter 3 presented our work towards understanding the
evolution of build systems. It provided a definition for build code semantics and discussed our
novel graph-based approach to detect semantic changes in build code. Our approach symbolically
evaluates the build code to generate Symbolic Dependency Graphs (SDG). Then it detects the dif-
ferences between two given SDGs and map the differences to a set of predefined semantic changes.
Our evaluation on GNU Make build code showed that our approach is able to detect semantic
changes with high precision (93-100%) and recall (87-91%). Importantly, it was also able to detect
them within at most tens of seconds.
Chapter 4 presented our novel approach to localize run-time faults in build code. It relies on
evaluation traces from the build code to produce the corresponding concrete build rules and the
execution traces of those rules. It then uses those traces and its novel rating algorithm to give
suspiciousness scores to the original statements in the build file. Our empirical evaluation on real
faults has shown that our approach is highly accurate and helps reduce lines of code need to be
examined in fault localization.
Chapter 5 presented our approach to symbolically evaluate the build code to extract presence
conditions for source code files. In contrast to prior work based on sampling, our approach detects
more complex presence conditions and does not rely on specific patterns in the build code, making
it more generally applicable.
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Finally, chapter 6 presented our approach to build a foundation to enable the analysis of
generator-based build system. Internally, it uses approximate parsing and symbolic analysis of
the build system to build abstract syntax trees (AST) of the build code, those ASTs are to be used
in creating analysis techniques for the generator-based build systems. We illustrated the use of the
platform with two tools: ACSense helps developers to better understand their build systems and
ACSniff detects build smells to improve build code quality. Our evaluation targeting GNU Auto-
tools shows that our foundation can support most GNU Autotools build systems and can detect
build smells in the wild.
For future work, we plan to evaluate how practical our provided solutions are in real system
setup. Also, our work opens the door for more accurate and in depth analysis of build systems.
We plan to expand on prior work presented in chapter 5 that depends on extracting configuration
knowledge from the build system and see how our work presented in chapter 6 can improve the
accuracy of the existing solutions.
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